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FOREWORD

South Carolina's beaches are moving. Communities
built on the edge of those beaches are threatened by
erosion. The South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium designed
this conference on "South Carolina's Migrating Beaches" to
address considerations that result from living with eroding
and accreting beaches.

As the population on the South Carolina Coast has in-
creased in recent years, beach migration has affected a
greater number of people. Many of these coastal residents
have little or no understanding of the coastal processes
at work or of the options open to them as coastal property
owners. The same is true of the millions of visitors who
expect to have access to the state's beaches each year. To
ensure the future of South Carolina's beaches, the public
must begin to understand not only the natural coastal
processes at work, but the complex legal and engineering
issues that have evolved in recent years.

This conference was designed to increase public under-
standing of coastal processes and issues engendered by South
Carolina's Migrating Beaches.
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It is my pleasure, on behalf of the South Carolina Sea
Grant Consortium, to welch each of you here today. I am
very proud of the Citadel's role in the Cbnsortium. I speak
for all of the institutions represented in the Sea Grant
Cbnsortiun; we are all proud of our respective roles in that
organization, which is responsible for this session today.

'the Sea Grant Cbnsortium has Nede a major contribution
in a rrost important area in this state, that is, furthering
the understanding of our coastal and marine resources. 'Ihe
subject of today's meeting, "South Garolina's Migrating
Beaches," is a very important off-shoot of that
contribution. 'Ibis meeting highlights the important role
that the Cbnsortima is making and will continue to make to
this great Iowcountry of ours and to the State of South
Carolina. &is rteeting also highlights a role for academic
institutions: working closely with other sectors to help
prarete the well-being of the prole and the cmnazu.ties of
our great State of South Carolina.

Phrgaret Davidson, the Executive Director of the
Cbnsortian, an able individual with a small, but very
capable staff, has done a splendid job for the Gonsorti~
and we' re fortunate to have her in that role. I think that
today's program follows last year's program, of which the
theme was South Carolina's Cbastal Heritage: how we got
here, where we are now, and where we are going. 'Ihat
meting opened the stage for this year's program focusing on
beach erosion, which has specific appeal for a lot of
people.

I have been asked and I know others in the Cbnsortium
have been asked what we expect to acae out of this meeting.
I hope that frcm today's discussions will cxxe concrete
suggestions to those may citizens of this state that have a
love and a yearning for the preservation and best use of our
beach resources.

I welcare all of you here. I hope that you will have a
profitable day. I predict that you will. I hope that those
who have not had an opportunity to visit Fort Johnson and



the Sea Grant Consortia office will do so. Let them show
y>u the many activities that, through the collective effort
of the institutions which make up the Consortium, we are
erdeavoring to % for the goacL of the whole Iawcountry and
the State of South Carolina.



SESSICII I
CCNBThL PRQCISSZS ASD ESQSPICM

Dr. Timx;thy W. Kana

I will begin with a scenario that is not at all
unacarron. In fact this scenario has occurred aeny tines in
the past, and it's probably going to occur again in the
future, despite what we say here today. In fact, many of us
in the coastal geological or coastal engineering profession
have staked our careers on the fact that this is going to be
a never~ng process. The scenario begins like this:
Fripp Island, South Carolina, l974. Scme people thought
that Fripp Island was a very nice place to develop and so
they built sane combs which are orth a lot of nancy today.
'Ihose condos ~e strategically located right at the end of
the very northeastern corner of Fripp Island with an open
view to the northeast and ta the south. Unfortunately, about
the tine that the corxhminiums were built, the beach era9ed
to such an extent that seawalls had to be built.
Unfortunately, with the seawalls, the beach cmntinues to
lower, waves get higher, with damaging action along the
walls which in sane cases destroys the walls. '1he beach,
at that point, retreats to a sure lanyard location. 'Ihis
is what we call the beach's erosion or the beach's migrating
Landward. M.s is a very oaraen scenario. The last part of
the scenario is public outcry, headlines, and the cost of
scae solution: with sare costmharing, scae federal money,
and sext@ cannunity nonies to be spent to sarehow solve the
erosion.

'lhis scenario, which is happening now and will happen
again in the future is what I call the "B-4" scenario:
"Buy, Build, BuUchesd and Bail~."

Obviously there's a lot of interest in development on
the coastline. If there wasn' t, the condonuniune on Kiawah
Island and Hilton Head ~uldn't go for three hundred
thousand to half a million dollars apiece. With that kind
of eootxmic pressure, it's no wonder that we have problems.
I s~~ most people in this roan would like to own a
condo right on the water's edge. I shouldn't say m~4cdy
in this roan, because if we did take a poll, I suspect that
about half of you would think that erosion is inevitable,
there's nothing that man can do about it without ~mding a
huge fortune and it's better to just leave the beaches to
the birds. Bowever, I also know a good amny in the audience
would like to gamble the family fortune on just a hundred
feet of beachfront prcgerty. During the past five years at



Kiawah Island, property has appreciated by well over one
hundred percent. At Myrtle Beach the cost of just one
foot of oceanfront pr~y goes for as much as seven
thousand dollars today.

'Ihere are many accuses of erosion and I' ve been asked to
discuss sane of these today. Obviously it's a much more
cxxnprehwsive topic than I' ll have time to discuss, but I do
mnt to focus in on a couple of them. In particular, I want
to illustrate the causes of erosion as they pertain to the
South Chrolina coast. Qh'll start off at Myrtle Beach and
~rk our way down to sane of the other areas that are going
to be discussed this afternoon, such as Folly Beach and
Hilton Head Island, s~ing along the way at several sites
on the South Carolina coast.

There are well over a dozen factors which control or
alter erosion on the coast, ranging fry sea level rise to
storm waves, to effects of man~ stuctures. In our
increasing understanding of the coast today. it is possible
 and necessary! to narrow down the causes of erosion on a
arse-by~ basis. It makes problem solving mach easier.

bhny of the examples that I will illustrate were
originally studied by the Ooastal Research Division of the
University of South Carolina. But there are meny other
people frczn Clemson, the Cbllege of  harleston, and The
Citadel who have been actively involved in the studies of
the coast in recent years. Sczne of this research was funded
by the Sea Grant Cbnsortiun in the early 1970s, and is
mntinuing today. One of the studies that more or less
describes the coast of South Carolina in a geamrphic sense
was funded by Sea Grant back in 1973 � 1974 under the
direction of Dr. Miles Hayes at the ~versity of South
Chrolina. From this, we gained a better understanding of
the morphological developnent of the nudist and the erosion
variability of the shoreline throughout the state.

At Myrtle Beach, the problan is relatively simple.
~.s is a fairly straight section of the cnastline, with no
significant tidal inlets in the vicinity. The primary
pv~~ses that affect Myrtle Beach are wave action,
fluctuating water levels and long-term sea level rise. At
the south end of Myrtle Beach, there has been intensive
developnent in the last two decades. Mtels and swimning
pools are built right up to the edge of the beach. People
see parking lots falling onto the beach during storms and



they conclude that Myrtle Beach has one of the worst erosion
rates in the state. 'Ihat is not true. Bscent studies by our
group have shown that Myrtle Beach ea~9es at less than one
foot per year  past 25 years!. It is one of the worst frcIa
the perspective of a hotel owner who is losing his poopsy
there. Unfortunately, the respcxLse to erosion has been
traditional: to build scam kind of a buUct~ or wall, as
much as ten feet above the existing beach. We have found,
however, that when you build vertical structures in the
active beach zone, the dynmnics of the beach cycle change.
So let xe just back-track here a xcamnt and explain briefly
what the beach cycle is all about.

'Ihe beach exists as a buffer for the wave action that

cmes in from offshore. In general, waves break on a gentle
slope and the beach absorbs that wave energy in an efficient
manner. During storms when the waves and tide levels are
higher than normal, there is often a focus of energy along
the backbeach  dune area! . Rmre loose seliments are
present, sme naturally erode and are deposited along the
lower beach. The entire beach profile flattens itself out. as
a natural response to the erosion. It is the beach's way of
absorbing wave enexgy in a sore efficient zzanner. As the
tide returns to normal, a bar is left deposited along the
lower beach. Over tixe, much of that sand will neve back up
the beach by the natural process of accretion, rebuilding
much of the profile.  Figure 1 illustrates the natural
process. !

~ seawalls are placed in the way of the nevement of
sand, they affect wave dynamics during high tide. Besides
eliminating the dune rem~air of sand, esawalls cause waves
to break at that vertical surface and produce a reflected
wave that goes back offshore. 'Ibis often leaves a trough
along the upper beach. At this stage, there is no longer a
beach-blanket zone at high tide. W only have an
inter-tidal beach that is out. of the mter only at law tide.

This process is occurring in varying degrees thvmghcmt
the Grand Strand. In 1981, we set up a newark of 50 profile
stations along Myrtle Beach and have monitored thea as many
as ten tines each over the past three years. At each profile
we cxarputed the volma of sand and then we integrated all
the xeasurenents to determine the effect of seawalls on
erosion. 'Ihe results indicate that erosion is greater where
the shoreline is armoured with se walls and that recovery of
the beach is slower. We concluded frcm this research that
swMNealls at Myrtle Beach have accelerated the erosion rate.
This study was done primarily by Mike Svetlichny as a
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PROFILE A

Figure 1: The natural cycle of beach profile adjustment to storra tide
and wave action modified from U.S. Army Corps of Encrineers,
Shore Protection Manual, pp. 1-11.



hhster's thesis at the University of South Carolina, and we
think it has proved the hypcMesis u equivocally, using
about 350 data sets.

~t can we do about it? Well, in Myrtle Beach as a
short-term response, much like nature rives sand after a
storm, they' ve been neving sand frcmn the low-tide zone up
along the erosional scarps. The sand is manicured by
bulldozers at a cost of about a dollar or two &liars a
linear foot; just a few yards of sand are moved for every
foot. of beach. 1his creates a wa~sorbing beach which,
of course. is not a p~~anent solution to erosion. % have
rrerely shifted sand fran one part of the profile to another
and provided scme buffer to erosion. Ultimately the goal of
Myrtle Beach is to preserve a recreational beach at high
tide. Right now there is a very narrow beach throughout
most of the city and, in awe cases, no high-tide beach at
all along the seawalls in the southern area. I, for one,
don't want Myrtle Beach to be renasred "Myrtle Smaall."

Che thing that we found with all these data is that
erosion rates aver the long-term in Myrtle Beach and the
Grand Strand are quite low. In fact, during the last 50
years there's only been about 30 feet of retreat of the
beach. %mt of this can be accounted for by sea level rise.
For Myrtle Beach, there is undoubbedbly a solution for the
problan that is cmeensurate with the value of the
developnent. ~e Beach and the Grand Strand bring in
aver a billion dollars a year in tourist revenues. It' s
certainly worth the effort to preserve the beach and
neintain the principal attraction because of the fact that
it has a slaw erosion rate.

Ccestal RLldlif e E~~mm

South Carolina has an incredible legacy south of the
Grand Strand. 'Ihe coast between Georgetawn and Qmrleston
represents about 60 miles of shoreline held in trust, either
as national, state~r private wildlife refuges. It mrtends
fzan Winyah Bay. encazpassi~ the Yacc~ Plantation  a state
wildlife preamp'!, to the Santee Delta, Cape Beeain. Bulls
Island, and Capers Island.

'Ihe Santee Delta illustrates another type of erosion
that has affected our coast. It is one of the largest deltas
on the East  hest. In 1940 or thereabouts, the flaw of the
Santee River was diverted into the Chapa River and
Charleston Harbor. hhst of you know that soon the Cockier
River will be redid~ed back to the Santee. This fe6~~



project designed by the U.S. Azmy Corps of Erz3ineers will
put the river back where it used to be. 'Ihe original
diversion champed the hydr~ma+ice of the Santee Delta
systan, cutting off much of the aadirrent supply to the
mast. As a result, this area is one of the most rapidly
eroding shorelines on the mast. Erosion has proceed& at
rates of over 25 feet per year  South Island! and land that
was once marsh is now exported in the surf zone. Zarge
washover deposits have formed as sand is pushed over the
land, burying wetlands as it shifts. 'Ihe beach just rolls
right over the marsh much like a tractor tread. This type of
erosion occurs at a number of unchweloped barrier beaches in
South Carolina including Edingsville Beach near Misto
Island.

South of the Santee Delta is Qnpe Remain, a classic
cuspate foreland. It's analogous to the foreland at Cape
Hatteras and Chpe Lookout  N.C.!. 1here is little sand in
the Cape Ranain system and that sand neves urger a different
process causing erosion. 'fhere is a predominance of sand
transport away fromm the headland, which forms spits in
either direction. As waves roll in, sand is shifted away
fran the headland toward the ends of the spits; the entire
system, shaped like an arrcrwhea9, retreats in a landward
direction. A lot of people say all the barriers are
migrating landward, that is, eroding. Well, that is
certainly true in scse cases. But it isn't true on many of
the other islands that we have in the state.

Central South Carolina Barrier Islands

Let's look now at the central South Carolina mast,
where we have, in my mind. scae "classic" barrier islands.
Rmn I first anre to South Garolina about ten years ago, my
idea of a classic barrier island was rrLrch different than
those we have near Charleston, which tend to be short and
"stubby." I ccsm frcxn eastern Long Island  N.Y.! where the
idea of a classic barrier island is one like ~tharrpton
Beach, which is long and skinny with barely enough roan for

rows of houses on it.

But during one of my first field trips as a graduate
student, Professor Niles Hayes  USC! brought us down to the
beach and startrR sketching out the evolution of the South
Chrolina coast to us, right there in the sand. He s~ us
how most of the barrier islands in central South Carolina
are shaped sarething like a chicken drumstick. 'Ikey are
fairly wide and bulbous at the north end, tend to be about
five miles long, on average, and have a broad arcuate



shoreline along the central part of each island. At the
south end they tend to have a big hook, which is called a
"m~aeB spit." Over the past few years there have been
many reports on these types of barrier iahmis published.
'Ihey differ fnm many barrier islands such as Westhanpton
due to the higher tide range that we have in South Camlina
in aarparsion to the Iong Island shoreline. This basic
rmx!el for South Carolina barrier islands is so
characteristic on our coast and marry other masts of the
world that it was coined as a mx3el by Hayes, "the barrier
island drumstick model." It is useful for interpreting the
processes which control erosion and deposition on our coast.

Zhch barrier island is a systrsn which includes tidal
inlets at either end of the barriers. Our barrier islands
are built up as a series of parallel ridges, each of which
actually represents forrm r shoreline positions. The central
part of the barrier islands tends to be arcuate in shape
with closely spaced ridges, whereas the ends of the islands
tend to broaden substantially and include alternating bands
of marsh and dune degceits. Sand transport tends to be
southerly producing a characteristic curved spit which grc»rs
in a downdrift direction  to the southeast in this case!.
'Qmre are nurrerous exanples of drunatick barriers on our
coast incluH.ng Bulls Island, Isle of Palms, Kiawah Island,
and Fripp Island, to narre a few. The inlets at either end of
each barrier greatly inf lance the developnent and short-
term stability of the shoreline. Because of various
hydraulic factors, South Carolina inlets tend to be
dominated by ebb flow. This rsrns the outgoing tide
transports rare sand offshore building out very broad,
shallow deltas. 1' size of the tidal deltas are a function
of the armunt of water flushing in and out of each inlet.
Shoals associated with tidal deltas cause waves to bend or
break before reaching the shoreline. This, in turn, creates
sheltered areas along the beach  protected by offshore
shoals! which oan build up as sand is transported along
shore. Oonversely, if shoals neve or disappaar they can
cause higher waves to reach the shoreline and produce
erosion. Since this prcwms is rust pronounced near the
inlets, the shoreline at either end of the barrier island
tends to be unstable. Srme of the time it may erode rapidly,
whereas during other periods it will accrete.

Some tidal inlets get really oarplex, like Fripp Inlet
where there are several channels off to the sides of the
nein channel. One thing to consider is that once the main
channel exits between the barrier islands into the ocean, it
teccaes unstable and can shift back and forth like a dog



wagging its tail, in the words of Professor Hayes. This is a
very important process and one that has rreny irrplications
for the adjacent barrier beaches. In a simple tidal inlet,
the channel goes straight out into the ocean; but with a
predominance of sand transport arriving fran the updrift
barrier beach, the tidal delta overextends in a downdrift
direction, forcing the charm~A toward the south. This route
often beaxes less efficient for handling the flaw,
especially during storm tides, and eventually a shorter
channel will break through the shoals. 'Qu.s, in turn, frees
~ large sand shoals which then start neving onto the
adjacent barrier. We' ve seen this happy mmy tirres before.
At Kiawah Island in 197S, a large shoal was rel~ from
the tidal delta due to a minor shift of the southern
~D. The horseshoe-shape shoal migrated over two
thormand feet during the next three years, f inally wrapping
around 'the east end of Klawah Island. Thl.s Ls an lITportant
process because it adds sediment to the beach but at the
sane tine produces d.pmaic shoreline changes adjacent to
tidal inlets.

Ws have found that on any of the central South
Carolina barrier islands, the bulbous updrif t ends ad jacent
to tidal deltas experience wide fluctuations in shoreline
position, whereby rapid erosion can occur adjacent to rapid
accretion. These variations occur in resp~a to the
amreaent of offshore shcals. Different scales of this
phen~non occur. '3m aoat recent one which received a lot
of publicity was at the Isle of Palms this past year. In
1982 we noted a big deposit of sand that was forming
opposite the Beach and racquet Club. That sand as it was
released fnm the inlet was about a thousand feet offshore
in ~~r of 1982. By March of 1983, just a few months
later, the shoal aquired a classic horseshoe shape and had
moved on tcaeazd the shore. 'Ihe shoreline in the lead of the
shoal, which was sheltered frcm wave action, began to build.
out. In fact this was one of the nest rapidly growing areas
of shoreline in the state at the timbre. 'Ihe beach was
building out by a couple of hundred feet over that year' s
tine. By September of this year the shoal had actually
attached onto the beach. The shoal acts just like an
offshore breakwater auld. Wves break offshore, pushing
the sand onto the beach. This provides a new source of sand
for the nortbsast end of Isle of Palms and accounts for the
bulbous build-up of the beaches on the nozth end toward the
inlets.

Unfortunately in this particular case, and this is what
received all the adverse publicity, there was a developnent



just adjacent to the shoal called hhriners lktlk. I'm sure
rt's been in every paper and on every television station in
South Garolina. Back in January of 1983, %xiners Salk was
adjacent to the bulge and was eroding very rapidly. It was
eroding because the sand had been trapge6 in the lee of the
bulge and wasn't being provided to this general vicinity.
It was a very localized pmblm but a sm~ problem which
shmted fnm sane lack of regard for setbacks there. 5',
however, the accretion wedge is cxxning in. Processes like
these are pmviding sand to Isle of Palms and other Leaches
like them and have actually accounted for the net accretion
that these islands have um3ergone over the last 1500 years.
But, superimposed on this long-term trend of accretion are
short~rm treats of erosion adjacent to where these shoals
are shifting amund. Obviously, care needs to be applied in
that sort of develognent.

Zet's go on to the situation at Fblly Beach. Our data
base is not as extensive on Folly Beach as it is on sane of
the other parts of the coast, but I think the pmcesses that
we understand frizz other areas can apply, to sane extent, in
this case. ~ of Folly Beach's recent history is tied in
with the developnent of the Qmrleston jetties. Before the
jetties were built back in the late 1800s, there were
extensive tidal shoals at the harbor entrance. Shipping
required a safer channel so there was a need to stabilize
the charnel. Stabilized it was by a series of para3.le3.
jetties forming the main entrance into Qarleston Harbor.
Mile creating a stabler entrance, the jetties blocked the
process of shoal bypassing. "the chg wagging its tail," or
the natural shift of sand across the entrance. North of the
Qmrleston jetties, on Sullivans Island, over the last fifty
years, the island has grown considerably. There's been a
trerrendous amount of accretion on the north side of the
jetties. Even at Isle of Palms there's been accretion which
may or may not be due to the jetties; in any event, it is an
accreting island on the southern end. 'ihere's pmbably 500-
600 feet of new dunes between the ocean and the old houses
at the Isle of Palms.

Qn the south side of Charleston Harbor, Wrris Island
and Folly Beach have eroded a crzzparable anount during the
sane tine period. A classic scene illustrating the emsion
is Wrris Island Lighthcese which was located on the south
end of ~ris Island as recently as 1939. 'ltday, it's alrmst
a quarter of a mile offshore.

10



On Folly Beach, there have been a lot of makeshift
attaapts at shore protection to preserve the existing
pmperty. 9he fundma ntal cause of erosion is probably an
inadequate e~nt supply bypassing the Charleston
Zhtrance. Sme people may differ with that opinion. M can
debate that later on, but I think that's basically the
pmblmn. Folly Beach is so narrow in places that the houses
are just barely hanging on by a thread. 'Ih&nology exists to
restore the beach; but whether there's a cost~fective
solution for this particular pmblem is uncertain. 'Ihe
value of this particular island hmelogaent has to be
balm~ against the cost of a long-range solution. I am
sure most residents of Fblly Beach auld feel that their
hoes are worth saving at any cost. 'Ihis is p~ly the
nest complex pmblem to solve that we' ll discuss today. The
big question is whether we can get sand from offshore or
whether there needs to be scme kind of a structural
alternative and just write off the beach. Folly Beach also
is an example of the use of groins; groins have been given a
bad nane by many people in the past. I have got sate
prejudices against them for aesthetic re@cons, but we do
know that groins trap a tvmendous amount of sand. It may
be possible to find sane sand in the general offshore area
and bring it back up on the beach without great effort.

Hilda Head Island

Hilton Head Island at the southern end of our state is
a little different fvxn the central South Carolina barrier
islands, but the processes controlling the coastline are
much the same. 'liard the Georgia-South Carolina border, the
tidal inlets, such as Port Hoyal Sound, get huge. Tidal
deltas scxretiaes extend as much as two to three miles
offshore and force the adjacent islands to take on a more
irregular shape. Hilton Head Island is about ten miles long
and cx>nsiderably wider than other South Carolina barrier
islands. It has a central bulge similar to the bulge on
Isle of Palms, Kiawah Island, and scam others, caused by
sand wrapping amund the tidal delta and then depositing
midway down the island. 'Ihe south end of Hilton Head Island
forms an accreting spit analogous to the rewired spit at
Sullivan's Island. It's a little larger than the ones in the
Charleston area, but nevertheless it's formed by the sane
kind of process. Sand generally rawes in a southerly
direction toward Calihogue Sound, wrapping around the island
and actually building out the shoreline in this vicinity. In
general, the south end of Hilton Bead Island has been
accreting. Houses in the Sea Pines ccmmnity have
reasonably good protection frcan erosion or storms dm to the



surplus of sand being supplied to the south end. This sand
supply also accounts for a large build-~ of the ass
opposite Daufuskie Island at the very southern end af Hilton
Head.

The central part of Hilton Head Island where a broad
bulge is located seems to be where the main problem is at
present. Data frcan a l977 Sea Grant study indicate that the
mid-portion of Hilton Head Island has experienced a 25-year
erosion trend averaging between 3-l0 feet a year. $~al
efforts have included construction of revetments and beach
renourishrrent with sand frcrrr new marinas. It seems to be
working for the present. 'Ibere has also been a lot of
sand-scraping of the lower beach in order to rebuild the
dunes after storms. Men you' re trying to deal with erosion
in this kind of fashion, it's better to keep a soft edge and
it's better to find the cheapest source of sand even if it' s
only temporary, bring it up to the beach and then recycle
the sand later.

W've looked at several causes of erosion, but not all
by any means. Of the processes that cause erosion in the
first place, the relationship af sedirrent supply to sea
level rise and wave action are probably the aest
important. Generally, men-induced causes of erosion can be
avoided. Past abuses include construction near migrating
tidal inlets and inadequate set-backs in many uses.

A big question now is, "Rat is a reasonably goad set-
back for the life of the developnent'2" Scan people may feel
that no development on a barrier island is safe. 'Ihat may
be true for a thousand-year tine frame, but we neasure our
developrrents on barrier islands in terms of twenty-five or
fifty year investments, often even less. At scca point a
balance rarst be sought between a reasonable density of
developrrant, life eaqx~ancy of the develaprrent, and
sensitivity for the unique dynamics of coastal barriers.
Cmetal structures, in sane cases, have adversely affected
adjacent prop~~p, but not in all cases by arry rreans.
should be open minded about that.

I would recaarrmnd several things to mnclude. Che is
that we have to rreintain very goad ~reys of the coast.
are dealing with inches and feet naw rather than gross,
qualitative shoreline changes. Developers are very
concerned about every inch of erosion, just as much as
envirormentalists are, but we %n't know haw much the beach
is eroding unless we have accurate quantitative sunmrrs.
There should be a statewide cxlrputerized data base for beach
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.~ that is rigorously updated each year, especially in
developed areas where crinparisons are so inportant. This is
the only way land disputes can be objectively settled after
pmperty is lost or gained at the shoreline.

There are short-term as well as long-term
erosioq/deposition trends. Sane problem mn be identif ied
as short-term, with tssporary solutions to the erosion. I
think the recent. Isle of Palms case is one of those
short~rm problam that has been solved. But we also have
axe long-term problems that need to be dealt with. 'Ibe
lang-term problems tend to be harder to solve for many
reasons. Causes of erosion need to be identified before any
solutions can be promulgated. Unfortunately, many of the
solutions to erosion have been implanented without really
understanding the muses of erosion. In ahrost every case,
there is a site-specific cause of erosion which cannot be
determined by crude extrapolation fran another scurm.

I'd like to think that soft solutions are going to be
increasingly appealing, no netter where we' re working on the
crMLst, solutions that hark with the natural dynamics of the
area wherever possible. That's the tact that I plan to take
for the next couple of decades, as long as I stay around in
this state. Obviously ~ should ensure that any solution
implesented does not adversely impact adjacent areas.

'5m recent project to relocate Qaptain Sam's Inlet
between Sealbroiok and Kiawah Islands, south of Qmrleston,
can serve as a soft engineering model for erosion control.
'Ihe project has been designed after the natural process of
inlet migration and is inteni9ai to prate a natural flow of
sand tie% an eroding beach. If the project is successful,
it, will der.estrate how minor nmnipulation of the shore by
mn mn produce significant long-range benefits i.n an
enviromantally cxmpatible fashion.

'Ihank you very much for your attention.



SHSSKS II
Legal Considerations of a lkming Shore

&. Benjamin H. Gregg. Jr.

I would like to give you a brief overview of scmm of
the legal implications of beach erosion. I will talk on two
general areas: 1! the governmental levels of jurisdi.ction
when erosion is discussed; and 2! the status of the camenae
law and the status of acme of the aase law in South
Carolina. Qn the govermImntaI level I will talk first about
the federal and then the local and then the state. The
points I want to make will be conveyed best that way.

On the federal regulatory level, the U.S. Anny Cbrps of
Zhgineers operates a program under the 1899 5hvigational
Act. That is basically a navigational oonamn when it canes
to beach projects; as a result, the Cbrps really ches not
have a pezmitting requiresmnt for private beach emsion
cmntzol pzojects. 'Ihe Cbxps of Engineers does get involved,
of <nurse, in public beach erosion projects. The most
important thing in the federal area right now is the federal
incentives that are available for mnstruction on barrier
islands and on other beaches: Federal Flood Insurance,
di.saster relief, highways and bridges funds, water and sewer
pmject funds. These funds provide incentives for private
landcmxs to build on beaches. With the passage of the
Cbastal Barrier Resources Act in 1982, that situation was
changers in certain areas of south camlinaI areas that were
designated as unde, eloped barrier islands are rm not
eligible for those federal funds. Incentives remain
available on beaches and islands that have been developed.

I look at beach erosion as primarily a local problem.
I think in most situations it's more a local problem than a
statewide or national pmblem. 'Ihexe have been a couple of
local jurisdictions that have begun to grapple with it
through setbacks. I know that Tim Kana mentioned the
setback i.dea and I think that's what this state will chime to
over the next few years. I think more and more
jurisdictions will begin to talk about a setback line.
Beaufort Cbunty and Surfside Beach are, as far as I know,
the first juri.sdictions to have established a setback line
in the state. $4mn I was working with the Coastal Council,
Z found it very interesting that when talking to local
officials, local elected officials and local staff officials
along the eight coastal counties, a lot of times they de-
claxed cmnfidentially that they were glad the Qmstal
ayuncil was in existence. They realized there were pzoblems
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that were very difficult to deal with on the local level
because of the vested local interests that are involved when
you' re dealing with private developaent. ICmn the Cmetal
Qruncil cane into creation, there was no question but that
it was a controversial act at the tirre and there was a lot
of local opposition. I think a lot of the people who dealt
with the Local situation realized that the Cbastal Chuncil
was needed.

'Ihe  Xastal Cbuncil has set up state-wide standards for
review of their four critical areas. 'I%ere is direct
permitting in these four criticl areas. I think that the
legislation creating the Coastal Munci.L put the onus as far
as erosion problems on the Oouncil and did it in two prinery
ways. The first way wss critical area direct permitting.
'Ihe Cbastal Cbuncil has direct permitting authority in four
critiml areas. The two aust relevant when we talk about
beach erosion are the beaches and the primary front-row sand
dunes. The Oouncil has no direct permitting authority
outside of the critical areas> and therefore it has no
authority on the beaches Landward of the primary front-raw
sand dune. 'Ihat is one aspect of the Qxmcil's amcern for
erosion devi.ces. ~t is a pi~mnsal approach. Basically
the applicant applies, standards are provided under the
Cmetal Oounci.l legislation and under the Obastal Cbuncil
Management Plan. 'Ihese standards are applied in particular
cases. '1he Oouncil is also required, under the Goastal
Nmageaent Act of 1977, to acae up with a ccsprehensive
erosion menagenent plan. & the best of my knowledqe this
has mt been done and I think, quite frankly, it's very
difficult to cue up with a cxmpm&ensive erosion management
plan when the  huncil has no authority landward of the
primary front-row sand dune. If there is a primary
front-row sand dune, it usually indicates that the beach is
fairly stable and the erosion problem is not as severe.
Ironically, in areas that have severe erosion problems,
there is often not a front-row sand dune; as a result, the
Cbuncil jurisdiction there only cnvers the beach and covers
none of the dune field. Therefore, at times, the Coastal
Cbuncil has further jurisdiction Landward in rare stable
areas than they do in areas that have a Larger probl~.

'Ihe Qmstal Chuncil has other powers under its enabling
legislation, including the ability to require that erosion
control devices contrary to public interest be taken out.
As far as I know, that  power! has not been used too much.
It may have been used on one or two ocmsions. But, as you
oan see, ccsLing up with a acnprehensive erosion control plan
is definitely very difficult. I think the Oouncil can nake



ze«xImendations but as far as direct enforcea&lity, there' s
very little the Council cd do raw, because the Act is
specific as far as on beach and the sand dunes: their
authority extends no further landward than the primary
front-zow sand dunes.

I will now talk about the status of the ocaamn law and
case law. I' ll ex<ver pzoperty law aspects and then personal
elaine bet<em the state and private landowners and between
one private lanckamer and another private landowner. I will
then talk briefly about beach access.

Tim rrentioned the Isle of Palms case involving r«meal
of sere sand dunes there. I think that took place about six
or seven years ago; that is about the rmst notorious
cuntzceersy regarding the rerroval of sand. 'Jhe crux of the
issue was that the land out on the Isle of Paine was
subdivided and the lots were described legally down to a
certain point on the beach. Aa a result, there was a small
strip of land between this specific boundary point on the
beach and the sean high water line. The original lanchwner
rmintained ownership between the rrean high water line and
this pzzyerty line. Originally, it was a very aaell strip,
but after these lots were built on, the beach began to
accrete. i%mt was once a anall strip of land between the
maan high water line and these ptog~ty lines heaMm a large
piece of prop~~y, in fact, it becaj«e a dune field. 'Jhe
original lanckamer ~t out and leveled this dune field with
the i,ntent, I suppose, of eventually subdividing additional
lots. 'Ihe South Carolina Attorney General cue in and filed
a lawsuit. Eventually the original hm&eners prevailed on a
legal technicality and that te~icality was that they
maintained cwnership between the point certain  boundary
sark! and the sean high water line. If the property
description had gone «%ran to the sean high water line, then
as the land accreted their pzcyerty would have been mcteeded
out as the nean high water line receded. So it was
basically a case that was decided on a legal technicality.
Interestingly enough this achene was obviously on the mind
of scam legislators when the Cbastal Qmncil Act was passed
in 1977, because there is a provision that says no person or
govermI ntal agency may develop ocean-front property
accreted by natural forces/or as the result of stru«~es
beyond the nean high water line as it existed at the time
the ocean front property was initially developed and
subdivided. And su& property shall remain the party of
the state, held in trust for the people of the state; so
what this statute attempts to do is to change the holding in
the Isle of Palms case. It would be interesting if this



provision were to be tested. If I was the private landowner
and my land accreted and if the state claimed the accreted
land, I would ~stion that, because the state scans to be
picking up sanething without any cost. 'Ihere's no question
that the state owns all pre@arty below the mean high water
line, unless the ownership presumption oan be overome. But
it's a new' question regavding land above the aean high water
line, which this statute oovers by saying that the state
owns that. I think there's a question there about who owns
it: whether this statute would prevail or whether the cmeen
law theories of the private lanckemer owning that poopsy
would prevail. As far as I know this has not beche sn
issue. Hmn you talk about property law and erosion, of
course, the state owns all pv~erty below the rrean high
water line and that's really the overriding consideration.

I auld like to discuss another area of the law: torts.
A tort is basically a personal injury and usually involves
one person against another. Che person, the plaintiff, is
alleging injury against the defendant. Qf course, the
defendant may oounterclaim an injury against the plaintiff .
Mmn you talk about torte in the erosion area, usually it is
between two landcwners. 'Ib my knowledge, there is no case
law on this topic, at least not in our State Supreme Court.
hhybe there have been scan lower court decisions, but as far
as I know there is no case law on mntxoversies between two
landceners. You' ve got landowner "A' that goes out and
builds an erosion contxol device. landowner "8" is adjacent
or down the way a bit, and he notices that once that erosion
control device is put, up, his property begins to erode; he
puts two and two together and says, "Phil, I think that
landcsew.r 'A' s' erosion controi. device is musing my
problem." As far as I know there's never been any contest on
that sort of case. I suppose that mn be attributed to
several things. Rmber one, South Carolinians have a good
neighbor policy. Ihere is also a very high regard for
protection of private prop~ay. If I see that my adjacent
neighbor is losing his lot, then I have sympathy for him and
I feel like, well, let him go out there and protect it as
best he may; that's a tradition in South Carolina,
protection of private pv~~~y. 'Ihe third and perhaps the
nust important idea is causation. It's going to be very
difficult for a landowner to show that a certain erosion
control device is musing his problem. There are many
different causes of erosion, but one of the things you must
do if you' re initiating a suit is to shoulder the burden of
proof .
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These questions have orna up in the Ooastal Council
appeals pxo~, but as far as I know there has been no
precedent set in murt. Conflicts along our coast are
increasing. I think we will eventually have some prea~3ent
in this area. Of course, it will be plaintiffs' exp~~
against defendants' exIperts and really won't be as much of a
legal contest as it, will be a scientific contest over
causation.

An intexesting case involved Polly Beach several years
ago. The City of Polly Beach filed a suit in Federal court
against the Cbrps of Engineers. The contention in that
lawsuit was that, nmhar one, the erosion of Pblly Beach is
severe. I don't think there's any qmstion about that.
Number two, that the residents of Folly Beach, landowners on
Folly Beach and the City of Polly Beach itself have been
injured by this erosion. Fxrkebly no question about that.
Of course the big question, once again, was musation. 'Ihe
City of Folly Beach was alleging that the jetties, the
Charleston Harbor jetties, were the cause of their problan
and therefore, the Corps of Engineers, since it was
responsible for maintenance of those jetties, was the
responsible agency and therefore the Coxps should aagmuate
the City of Folly Beach and its citizens. Sly people that
were siding with the Cbrps of Engineers and saying the
jetties aey be one contributing factor, or nay not be a
factor' at all, but they' re surely not the only factor. So
that auld have been an interesting lawsuit if it had been
followed to the end. %e case was eventually dr~xI by the
City of Folly Beach upon certain concessions for doing
studies  on the part of! the Qorps of Ehgineers. I suppose
we' ll get an update later on in the day about exactly what
is happening on Folly Beach. There has been a lot of work
in the last several years in the scientific, engineering
phase of' erosion that is neo~ prior to talking about any
f uture legal solutions.

As far as future solutions. I believe that the erick
line is the way that we' ll go, whether it be by local
authority or by statewide authority. I think that the
Coastal Council will see a setback line as a future
solution. One suggestion I would have would be to go ahead,
based on what research and informtion is avai]able, and
establish a setback line. It auld not be mandatory, but it
would give landowners and municipalities an idea. based on
statewide knowledge and statewide information, of where the
setback line should be. At the sane time, the ~cil could
make it very clear that if the setback line is violated, if
structures are built seaward of that setback line, then in



the future if there are emsion control problems, their
cases will get less ~thy than if the setback line had
been followed. I think the Cbuncil would be able to extend
its authority that far, I think that's one ~sibility.

I will close by talking about beach access and the
associated legal isplications. 'jhere are basically two
types of beach actress. You have lateral access along the
beach, the ability to walk or travel or sit along the beach.
With lateral access, there are problems with structures
obstructing your abi,lity to neve along the beach, including
groins and structures that actually earn out onto the beach.
In scute cases, those structures are below the I>can high
water line. There is also vertical access, the ability to
reach the beach fzrxn the ~lands. Of cxxuse, with
horizontal structures that is often a pmblem. 'Ihe pmblem
can be overacee quite often. At public access points where
emsion control devices cross these public access points,
there are mitigation devices that can be used to overcxxm
the access pmblem. The most irqmrtant thing to remember
regarding beach acoess, is the public trust on all lands
below the Wean high water line. 2m state is presumed owner
of those lands in the public trust.

'ihat public trust is the legal responsibility of the
Attorney General. Mmn it a<mes to tidelands, the filling
of tidelands, the Attorney General is very alert to what' s
going on in that area. I don't think the Attorney General' s
Office is as alert on the questions of beach access and how
the public can be denied access to those lands in the pdolic
trust below the rtean high water line. 'That pmbatQ.y goes
back to the idea that people look on wetlands as being a
statewide issue, whereas these erosion problems and beach
accurse problems are seen as local problems. %e Attorney
General deals sore with statewide issues but I still think
there are questions of public trust that the Attorney
General could get involved in regarding beach access and
erosion. 'Ihe Attorney General is charged with protecting
those areas below the nean high water line.

I'm going to close on that. I really appreciate the
opportunity to be here today. If there are any questions,
I' ll be glad to answer those at the break. Thank you very
Hluch .



SHSSZ% III
Rerriew and Rbomsaic Aaalysis crf

Shore Preb~zrr Dsrrrices
Part I

Dr. Billy L. age

Everyone here is pmtebly already aware that erosion
really is in the eye of the beholder. I'd like to share
with ymr scmre of the information that I have learned fran
other people over the years mncerning shore protection
devices, shore stabilization tec9uuques, and sane of the
associated costs. I will indicate those that I have obeermd
here in South Camlina that seen to be working and those
that aren't working, and also draw fran experiences amund
the ~rid. Mmn appmpriate, I also will relate ecxrm of the
specific mats of the particular devices where we' ve had an
opportunity to actually see the costs of doing scam of the
mnstrur~on.

Shore protection devices focus an aeny different as-
pects of the beach profile. Same only deal with the dunes,
sare deal with the berm, srsrm deal with the toe of the berm
and scrrs deal with the offshore envirorsrmnt where waves are
breaking. In the context of trying and inventing solutions
to deal with shore erosion, people have fceusa9 on each of
those different areas. 'Ihe kinds of devices that are
available are really not new. 'Ihey have been known for many
years; revetments, bulkheads, seawalls, groins, and other
devices have probably all been tried in South Chxolina at
one point or another. Sorrre of then have been successful
here and scme of than have not been successful.

It was recognized a long tine ago that the brunt of
shore protection msts has been borrre by the gomrrzrent.
whether it be federal gcn~rzrewt, state gomrrzrs nt or, in
erma cases, the local qcnrerrzrent. 1be federal gcxrerrra nt is
preclrsied by law fmm solving exosion problerrrs for private
progeny. For prop~~y owners faced with emsion, there is
no rrmchanism for those goverrmmnts to take care of the
private pmimrty. 'Iherefore, the property owners are faced
with doing it thsrnselves. Because of a massive letter
writing crmrpaign and public interest, legislation was passed
in 1975 to create a program that auld address what the
hamrmaeer can do for his own pmperty. 'Ihe program locked
at all the different lear-an't solutions that were in
existenos, tried to develop new ones and then tried to
disseminate that inforrrration to the public.
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'Ihe legislation that was created is called the
Shoreline Erosion Cbntrol Demonstration Program, a program
wherein appn~mately five million dollars was spent to
demonstrate solutions around the oauntry for erosion contxol
in various geographic locations. A lot of innovative work
sam done in that pxogram. The results of that pxogram are
contained in a set of four docusw nts that have been
published by the Corps of Khgineers. I would suggest the
pxoI!erty owners' guide for those who are interested; there
is scam extremely goad information inside. It is not the
Rosette Stone for solving exosion problems, but it does give
awe very good information. In addition, there is a special
publication put out for engineers, another for the
goverarmnt people that are involved in regulating these
activities, and one for cuntractors, as well.

'lhe cost for shoreline protection when we were
beginning that program was around $400 a meter, that' s
arcane Sl20 a foot. The cost hasn't changed much since
then. Same of the remnt projects we' ve been involved with
are still casting about $125 a foot as about the least
exp~ive erosion control that you can do, unless you get
into scamthing like a vegetative type of activity.
Associated with the pxogram were projects constructed armm9
the country. Each of those had a variety of different
devices and types of protection at each of the sites so that
psaple cauld go in and see how the devices did or did not
hark. I will discuss scam of the mere established and
useful devices that we know work well. 'Ihey probably coat
scnewhat more than sme of the innovative devices that
people are cxming up with every day.

'Ihe bul3chead is one of the most acmmn devices along
the South Carolina cxmat. It presents a nice vertical wall
that retains the prrlp&rty behind ite I't is no't designed 'to
build up the beach or protect it. It is designed to retain
the poopsy located behind the bulkhead itself. A bulkhead
built of concrete sheet piles am be put in place by a
front~ loader or backhae with a water jet that's using a
pump. 'Ihe sheets are just lowered %wan into the sand; onoe
they are in place, a ccecrete cap is poured on the top to
hold it all together. It is inportant that bulkheads be
constructed in continuous aligrment fan one pvcyerty to the
next. With non-aiiganent there may be an aggravation of the
pxoblaa that existed prior to the pl mzrent of the walls.

Polly Beach is one of those cxmnunities that, working
with the S.C. Coastal Cbuncil, has undertaken a program to
try to get away free having these bulkheads built at



different lines, so that all the lines are uniform and they
are protecting the beach uniformly. A cinderblock wall or
concrete mnstruction block wall is a very poor design for
the mast. It doesn't work well at all. Behind a bulkhead
wall is a tie-back, rods going back to a dead~ or anchor.
Filter cloth is also used in the construction and has a very
speci.fic function. It is designed to keep the sand free
leaking between the mncrete panels of the bulkhead. A
mntinuous sheet should be used so that there is no
~rtunity for the cloth to beccae fouled during the
construction pro~s. If it i.s not designed properly, of
murse, it oan hold the fi.ll, hold the waves off and hold
the prop~ay up, and yet if the wall is breached on the
side, all the fill will leak out, just like punching a hole
in the bag. If the material fmn behind the bulkhead is lost
going through the cracks or lost going anmH the end of it,
the waves will eventually knock the well over.

Before I discuss revetments, I will indicate scam
recent casts that vm've enmuntered for bulJcheeds. Cbncrete
Lvtkhemis are a little more expervsive than wooden ones.
Using a good contractor and getting hard-nosed about it, you
can probably get the mst of ~mcdem ones Awn to about $125
per linear foot. Cbncrete sheet pile is on the order of
$175-$250, depending on how good a job the mntractor does.
If he uses twelve foot long concrete sheets, it's probably
$250. If he skimps and puts in an eight foot long sheet,
it's probably down to $150. Scme less rentable contractors
mi.ght do it for a little bit less than that and might skimp
on the filter cloth.

Bevetments are seen all ~ and <kern the coast. at Folly
Beach, at Fripp Island, practically everywhere. Seas of
them are designed, sare of them are built and sarI of them
just consist of trash that's just been thrown out on the
beach with the hopes that it would hold against the waves.
'Ihose built frrxa trash do not hark for long. W will talk
about a properly built revetment, smething that is really
useful. RxJcs used in a revetment should be sized, small
stones in a large storm may go through the wi~ of the
houses behind or they can even be carried seaward and lost
in the sand. Again, it is important to mntin~ a line
along the beach front. If there is not a mntinm>us line
along the beach front. the waves can focus right in between
the revetments, and mntinm to erode back. In that case,
the prcyerty ~s will have to wrap their revetment right
around their property  and underneath their foundation or
they' ll have to pay to have their neighbor's property
reveted, if given permission to do that. Ihat brings ~
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scan of the issues that Ben Gregg was talking about in terms
of being able to deal with carpeting interests and desires
of the people who live along the coast. People who live on
the beach are trying to protect their pm'.ty. On the other
hand there are those who would like to use the beach for

scNething other than hanss and who would like to see no nore
developnent or pmtection af what exists.

Other types of revelxants include a revetment made
strictly fmzn bags of nortar that are stacked ~ on a graded
slope then wet chen. Unless they get thoroughly wet, the
teqs will just develop a crust and not be an effective,
solid waLL. Sandbags fi.lied with wet, mixed cement and then
placed sean to work arch acre effectively. Both of these
options are less than $150 per foot for nest installations.
Xt's one of the few things that a h~~~m/party owner
could do him or herself. Bags filled only with sand are not
very effective. We rmnitored a sand bag revetment on the
cuast. After the first storm, the bags were still there but
the sand was gone.

Another type of revetment is made out of pre-cast
blocks which are fitted together much like a puzzle. Nmn it
is ~t together correctly it is great; but when it begins to
unravel, it unravels !ust like a sweater. 'Ihe mat is
relatively high. Unlike sme of the tock revetments which a
goad negotiator could get for as Low as $250-$280 or @ere
for one or two lots, it might cost as much as $400-$450 a
foot if you had properly sized stone. A fitted block is
probably on the order of $500 - $800 per linear foot, if not
nore.

In the extrssm cases where there are heavy waves and
the pmperty absolutely has to be pmtecbM at all costs,
the property can be arnx:~ed using artificial armour units.
'Ihe ax@our units are nessive pmtection, and are generally
used in an offshore breakwater. For large activities, large
stornm and Large waves, there are devices that can pmtect
the shoreline. It costs quite a bit for each one of those
arm~ units. A finished structure could cost well in
excess of one or two thcesard doLLars per foot of structure
that has to be built.

For lower wave envimments, there is a similar option.
Filter cloth is laid out and onto it is glued a set of
blocks. Ipse blocks are smetines called Gobie blocks, but
several different kinds of blocks are available. 'Ihey are
laid on a filter net, and are taken to the field by crane,
where they are unrolled and laid on the shoreface for an
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effective amour unit. There was a Large strip of it on the
Louisiana coast recently that failed and there has been scend
concern about its ultimate life and the strength of the
glm. I assune that those are just ~~ological problems
that the industry am solve. ~ cost of this option is
relatively expensive. It probably costs on the order of
$225-$250 a foot. %mt has been done in mme other
locations is to prepare a slope with a standard variety
filter cloth, and then hand place each of these blocks,
rather than have a large crane axre in and unroll them off a
dnxn.

There is also the fortressing that takes place with
seem revetnents. W've often heard about the shoreline in
New Jersey. W've heard about trying to "New Jerseyize" the
shoreline of South Camlina. I want to give you an idea of
the revetments in New Jersey; they have worked very
effectively. 'Ihey occasionally require maintenance work.
'Blare is a revetment that runs for approximately twenty
miles, covering the nortlx~ part of the State of New
Jersey. There is usually not a sandy beach on the seaward
side of the revetment, although its presenae eh~a on the
time of the year and the state of the storms. If that
revetment failed, the whole spit of land that it pxotects
would be broken into and the structures and all of those
ccsxnunity resources there would be lost.

Groins are another erosion contxol device. In the
State of New Jersey and scxm other states the groins are
significantly longer than they are in South Garolina. In
the early days when there was plenty of sand in New Jersey,
those groins worked very effectively. Gxoins actually work
to trap sand as it noves along the mast. 'Ihey trap sand
with a scalloping effect as one side of the groin catches
the sand noving down the coast. If it is unche~d and if
there is not a groin downstream of the one to which that
scalloping effect is attached sate severe erosion will
probably take place. Ctm principle involved in our groin
research is that you can not build just one. If you build
one you have to have another ons downstream and then another
one downstream fr@ca that and another one ~stxeam fxcm
that. until a natural terminus. bhny good projects have
failed because they did not continue the sequence.
Therefore. groins have acquired a bad reputation. 'Ihe
am~I design criteria is that wherever a groin is built
there has to be sare longshore transport of sand or the
groin will not work very effectively. If there is longshore
trarmport of sand, the groin can catch it. If there is a
series of groins built rather than just one, they' ll work
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effectively if they' re designed correctly. Groins rrust be
built long enough both Landward and to sea. Che of the
problems with gzoins in South Carolina is that we have not
neintained them over the years. Folly Beach went for a long
period of time with gzoins that weren't working effectively
because they didn't have any wood in them. 'Ihe waves and
sand went thzough them and they weren't very effective. A
Low aost one can be built out of Falsetto logs. Palmetto
Logs will probably never zot and most nerine organiens don' t
infest them.

M recently completed a study of the groins down at
R6isto Island. There was a question as to whether or not
the groins were providing any protection and whether or not
they should be pulled out. Basically, the problem boiled
chal to the fact that the gzoins worked very effectively
when they were built, but over a period of years they
deteriorated. With mininml effort to rebuild than or
mintain them, they would again work vezy effectively and
function. In fact. the S. C. Goastal Qmncil has helped the
town to do that very thing � rebuild those gzoins and put
them beck in order again.

Sane devices protect the beach as well as the upland.
An undezwater sill can be built offshoze with a s~~e
that runs parallel to the beach. It is a suhnerged fence, so
that in a storm the sand goes offshore, the fence will mtch
it so that it doesn't go out and get lost beyond where the
wave activity can push it back up onto the shoreline.
Various people have tried doing this with other devices.
Sandbags have been placed parallel to the shoreline acting
as a sill or a perched beach. 'Ihe concept is great, but the
!uzy is still out. on the general applicability of this
solution to nore of our shoreli.ne.

Vegetation is a device which is very inexpensive at
fifty cents per square foot. It could be a little bit more
than that, depending on the armunt needed. If planted and
Left to its own accord it can provide a very significant
buffer against wave activity frcm across the acme and
across the bays. It is effective in areas where there is
not only wind wave but also boat activity that creates
erosion on the bank.

I would be remiss if I did not add that the dunes are
indeed our final evans of erosion control, our last defense
against the ocean. Mmtever neasures are taken to prmete
their growth and to neintain them is extremely inportant and
p~ly one of the least costly efforts that can be done.
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Beach rmurishment is a subject of intense interest
right nate in the State of South Camlina and particularly
vism~s ~e Beach. A dredge picks up the sand and
brings it onshore. Qf course, it's not a permanent
solution. It, too, requires aminb~~ce aver time. Rmn the
shoreline is ercded back it should be maintained by adding
nore sand to it. In N.ami Beach, renourishment has been so
suvmasful that people cmplain about how far they have to
walk to get to the water's edge. Nourishsmnt is not a
pe~Mt solution and often requires additional
applications. The mst would be approximately $l50 to $300
per foot of beach.

Another kind of device entirely separate fran those
discussed so far is offshore breeheaters or offshore
he~arx3s. 'Ihese create a large volme of sand offshore
that allows waves to break offshore but not on the pmtected
site. 'Ihese concepts have been used in a number of fishing
villages in Japan, in Singapore,and in Lake Erie.
Artificial araeur units are being used offshore of Japanese
fishing villages as t~akwaters. The costs for these are a
bit more than other options I' ve mentioned, on the order of
$500 per foot. But they pmtect nore than a foot of beach
for every foot of structure. so there is a cost savt.ngs.
Some of the more mtropolitan areas, such as TH Aviv, have
an extensive series of these offshore brealamters which are
irking very effectively. In a place near Rme there are a
series of these which are used because of the trenendous
population in spite of their exmssive cmsts. 'Ihey pmvide
a very mrthwhile recreational and beach stabilization
schssm.

Sometinms we' re faced with doing smmthing that's a
little different and inmvative. Perhaps these devices will
pmvide in the future not only successful but inexpmsive
mlutions. Floating frisbees offshore have been designed to
dau~n wave energy. If tuned properly they have been shown
to be very successful, but it i.s a difficult design task to
develop a system that will hark effectively. It is not a
do-it~self pmject. Likewise, artif icial seaweed we
hope will be sucx~sful but it has not been pmven yet.
Anger strur~e that has been out for scam tine and has
been amrketed mrtensively throughout the country is called a
sand grabber. It is a patented device consisting of concrete
blocks tied together with reinforcing rods and laid parallel
to the shoreline. An installation does exist here in South
Carolina. Ihe jury is still out on this inexpensive
inrmvative device.



hhst of the solutions that I' ve rrentioned do not
address the maintenance of the beach or the recreational
~rtunities. I have acMressed what the people in South
Carolina who are on an mph% mestline really have as
choices for protecting their property. Creating a beach is
not sanething that an individual can do. Creating a beach is
sanething that no less than a local unit of government can
do. 2b build a beach, sand must be obtained fran of fshore,
baJchey, or inland sources. Although these are expensive
options, to maintain our aches in South Carolina, these
solutions may need to be seriously axmidered.

'Ibank you.
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SKSKS III
Qavieer and ZkmexmLic Analysis af

Share Prob~an Devices
Part 2

Dr. ~ B. Ion%on

'Ihe exosional treads that ~'ve been talking about
today are long-term geological trends. %be property losses
that we'xe experiencing now are a function of the increased
utilizaton af beach areas in recent years. The use of the
beach for recreational purposes in South Carolina is not

In the eighteenth century, Edingsville, Pawley's, and
Sullivans Island were used for recreation. However, much of
the 5~1opnent along the South Carolina coast has oned
since the turn of the century and particularly since the end
of the Seam9 Wrld War. The Grand Strand has tripled
visitation within the last decade. Cn Hilton Head, building
pexmits have increased fxxnn $12 million to $90 million
during the 1970s.

Several factors have contributed to increased beach
use. There has been no significant hurricane along the
Atlantic cxast since 1960 which has caused a sense of
easiness armng individuals. Incane levels have cmntinued to
increase in the post war era bringing about the use of the
beaches by the vast middle class as well as upper classes.
At the sane tine, geographic accessibility, transportation
impvmme~ts, and the fact that individuals have tecum
accustcmed to using the beaches for recreation have all
increased recreational use of the beach. In texms of public
inducements: infrastructural inprovesents for bridge work,
wastewater treatment, HUD, and EPA progranm; f inancial
leverage which has allowed individuals easier access to
building along barrier islands; and shore protection
prograns that have helped cx:aInunities and individuals to
neintain the beaches.

Tb lay a framework for developing appxcyriate erosion
policy, we might view beach use in terms of benefits and
costs that have accrue fran incr~ levels of activity.
Individuals are willing to pay significant amounts for beach
access which m~mms as a first appxxnximation for the
benefits of beach use. Along the six ocexLnfxont counties in
South Carolina, expenditures are now running in excess of
three billion dollars an an annual basis; that's better than
two � thirds of the tourism-related sp~h.ng throughout the
state. 'Ib a great extent, land values incorporate the value
of beach activities. Along Hilton Heed in the late 1970's,



land appreciated by rare than twenty-five percent per year
despite a downturn in the overall real estate market, while
in Myrtle Beach, properties on the oasanfmnt incorporate a
fifty percent premimn over similar property across the
street. Market forces do then serve as a first pmxy for
lmnefits, although there are also scrrm non~rket factors
which we need to consider. That is, while individuals use
bsaches they may reoeive surplus above and beyond what is
paid for in terms of lodging, food, and other activities.
'Ihere's also the option value of knocking that whether we use
the beach or not, it continues to exist for the use of
future genexations. 'Ihe cxrets of beach utilization have
been fairly significant, ranging frcrrr the loss of hunmn life
by hurricanes to the experrse of building along coastal
areas, such as the cost of beach erosion abatement p~graras.

Now, what does ymernemt do along these lines; what are
its approporiate responsibilities? First of all prcrviding
infarmtion is an appropriate responsibility for
gceerrment. 'Ihat includes: pmviding good data bases with
whiW to work; public awaraems, incluh.ng forurrs such as
this one; and particularly forumr where we can address sane
of the issues before the darrmges have occurred, so that we
oan approach these issues fvcm a m~rrhat more neutral
perspaMve. %achnioal assistarrrxr is a goverrzrent
responsibility, providing local governrrmnts with the
expertise necessary to properly evaluate current situations
and alternative solutions. Mhat is necessary frcrrr a
long-tean perspective is to anticipate emsion � related
problems. 'Ibo of ten, decision~ng on a piecsrreal basis
may produce inconsistent, stc~gap solutions.

Zn terms of state level activities, we' ve talked about
information bases. Also there is the issue of addressing
damages inflicted upon inrxeent third parties frcmr the
actions of individuals along the shoreline, what is referred
to as "spillover effects." Ib address these points, building
standards are a point that the Coastal Council in this state
has considered to apply scrrm cormistency, to make sure that
the structures are sound. Setbacks are an area that's been
discussed off and on for scxre tirre and I know that setbacks
have been rrentioned today. That is not an area of state
authority at this tirre. Zocrrlities have land-use authority
in the State of South Camlina and, in nest cases, are going
to have to take the initiative, perhaps with the support and
cocyenation of the Coastal Cbuncil. Other state level
responsibilities of increasing irrportance include: the
evaluation of engineering solutions within the critical
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areas and coordination with locrrl goverrrrrents to ensure that
rxrasta1 areas are staying within their natural carrying
mpacities.

Xn terms of short-term solutions, Dr. Mge outlined
many of the alternatives that are available to use. W can
sit back and talk about long-run approaches, but even if
institutional changes are enacted, individuals acting in
good faith under previous guidelines cannot be penalized. As
such, we' re going to need srxre short-run oontimyen~ plans,
%hgineering solutions should be allowed only consistent with
prescribed guidelines and where public benefit mn be shown.
Life expectancy on engineering solutions bears consideration
and is sarething that we have not addressed sufficient1y in
the past. I have suggested before that if engineering
solutions are to be used at all for short-term erosion
control, their authorization should be tied to the
depreciation schedule in place for the buildings to be
protected. With rapid depreciation ~edules being applied
to the beachfront and, in rrany cases, frr~nt
redeveloprent, s~ a system would rerluire that new
activities be consistent with long-range plans. Where
crmrnunity resources exist for erosion control, relocation
plans in unusual circunetances should be considered.

Zn terms of local governments, local gomrreents will
need to identify and evaluate the resources that they work
with  as many have!, examine existing statutes, delineate
and identify potential uses that may involve establishing
setback lines and consider policies before the fact, to lay
out alternative uses.

En terms of funding, to the extent practical, funding
ought to care fvxn the users of public beaches where the
predominant benefits accrue. 'Ib date, state funding in
South Chrolina has been based on a previous bond issue. New
Jersey voters recently considered a $50 million shore
protection bond issue; South Carol,inians may have to rrake
similar decisions. Still, general revenue errpenditures are
unlikely at this tine, with the possible exception of
erosion bonds. The tying of state funding for erosion
abatenent prograrmr to local initiatives is scxrething that
has been discussed and erlrething that we will have to
consider again with the scarcity of rescerces. local
c|overnrrents are going to have to shaw sare initiative and
state funding rray be tied to the fact that loca3. gamrrmants
have prceasded in responsible ways. The degree of public
acorns afforded by particular beaches is another rreasure to
which state funding might be tied. 'ice relative share of
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~its accruing outside of local mxmunities might serve
as a basis for funding; that is, in a predominantly
residential beach with limited public ac~s, state funding
might be scsewhat less than in a predominantly public, open
access beach. In terms of localities, if localities want to
determine their own destinies, including the practice of
land use authorities, they'ze going to have to be willing to
share in the cost of beach protection. It may be necessary
to have Localities pay a signifiamt share to ensure that
there is fiscally sound planning and managenmnt of local
programs ~

In tezms of federal yum~~zmnt, the assistance will be
emwhat limited and is vezy time consuming as the Myrtle
Beach ewe will attest. As a result, creative funding
arraInysmmts will have to be considered. For residentially
based beaches, local gmeranmnts are going to have to Look
to such options as local pmp~~y taxes where a graduated
millage rate might be assessed based on the pmximity to the
ceeanfront where greatest erosion cnntrol benefits will be
realized. Special tax districts could be devised in the case
of beach oaranmity or resident's nmnagement organization to
support their beach pmtection pmgranm. In terms of
visitation beaches  beach' using or having significant day
users!: parking fees in central parking lots, and user fees
to gain access to the beach so that users of the beach help
to pay for beach preservation. In highly ccmercial
beaches, an acaxmdations tax is saxething that has been
discussed in the last couple of sessions of the legislature
and will probably be discussed further. local sales taxes
are another option. These fees essentially tap the surplus
fzcm beach vistors who rightfully should bear pmportionate
msts of emsion nmnaqerent pmgranm.

If, in fact, significant noves are made toward the long
run appmach to beach preservation, there's going to be a
period of transition and temporary solutions are going to
have to be taken within this Lo~-run per~~ve. With
mxhst resource bases, cmmunities nay be able to put
together erosion control progranm to include both long � tezm
policies and short-tezm amtingency plans to aid in
transi tion.

One thing that bears consideration is ccapensation;
that is, how do we protect individuals fmm what seem to
have been relatively sound decisions based upon old
criteria, but have resulted in significant danmges as we
transform public policP Windfall losses may accrue if
individuals are denied the use of b~Jlfront areas.



Qmpensation, if we have a source of revenm such as
acccmxhtions taxes or local option sales taxes, may allow
localities an@'or the state to acapensate damaged parties
who may be forced to relocate away fry the bee~rent.

Essentially in terms of the public sector we can look
at its roles in terms of information; limiting, to sara
extent, damages inflicted upon other parties and setting up
ground rules that allcer individuals to make decisions in
their own best interest, but also consistent with prescribed
local and state policies. jhank you.
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 XSSZAL CRSZ STUDIES

KK8%MKR
Me. John E. &ntgeaerT

It's a pleasure to be here this afternoon. I hope we
can put together acme of the points that were elaborated
this amming. Economists, engineers, geologists, lawyers
each have unique perspectives about the problans of beach
erosion in South Carolina and they all have a slightly
different approach to the problem. Iet me relate to you
what auld be my ideal approach frcan the standpoint of
acme who likes the beaches and uses them. I love to cxxne
to «charleston about the rniddle of June, after Spoleto, on
the weekends, on a Saturday because aob~j's here; every-
body's at Polly Beach, Sullivans Island, or the Isle of
Palms. 'Ihe restaurants are not ce~9ed, I can have a very
nice time walking around, I can find a place to park. Then
on Sunday, I like to go out to the beach. I would like a
four-lane highway, free parking when I get there, a shuttle
bus to the beach. arcade games for my son, boutiques and
shops for myself and my wife< I would like luxurious, chic
but reasonably priced beach houses for rent, elegant but
cheap hotels with no occam~ taxes on them. Rmn I get on
the beach I want to look up and down and I don't want to see
another soul for five miles. i%en I take my run in the
afternoon I don't want to have to !mp over groins and
around revetments and trip over huge boulders. And I'd like
the mayors to be able to provide all this for ne free of
charge, of course, with no added cost to the taxpayers.
Unfortunately, this does not exist. If it did, it would last
about ten minutes, because all of us would go there
inamdiately.

All of those extremes point up the diverse interests
that have to be acccaaxxdated to allow all of us who like the
beaches and even use the beaches to do what we like to do,
within reason. W am't all have what we want.

Ultimately, despite the considerations of ecmxxxaics,
engineering, and geology, it all boils down to a ~stion of
politics. There has to be consensus as to what to do:
ccming up with cost~fective solutions, which can withstand
legal challenges and which can be done relatively promptly.
The geologists talk in terms of the slow erosion rate at
Myrtle Beach. I think they said fifty feet in fifty years.



If Myrtle Beach eaves back ten feet in ten years there are
going to be a lot of seagoing hotels and rmtels. I think we
have a problem there that needs a short-term solution. 'Ihe
geologists say there will always be a beach, it's just a
question of where it will be. Unfortunately in South
Carolina, as elsewhere, there are situations in which we' ve
got people, ccmmcial interest, recreational interest, all
that have to be reconciled.

So this afterrman, we will hear the perspa~ves of
three major areas, Hilton Head, Folly Beach and Myrtle Beach
and see what they think as far as beach erosion is conc~sd
because they have to deal with this aarplex problem on a
continuing basis. The mayors of those aaranunities are each
going to eke a short presentation. M'll have a few
cxamtents fmn the panel embers and then open it up for
discussion. bh'll first discuss Hilton Head, take a short
break, cue back and proceed on.

The panel members are: Dr. Orrin Pilkey, Professor of
Geology at Duke University; Dr. Miles Hayes, President of
Research Planning Institute, Inc., and a coastal
gemurphologist; Xbny Nianeyer . Vice-President of
Developrent for Fa,irf ield Ocmmunities; and Dr. Robert Dean,
Graduate Research Professor of  coastal and Oceanographic
Ehgineering at the University of Florida. At this point in
tine I'd like to turn it over to bhyor Ben Racusin free
Hilton Head who will talk about the erosion situation at
Hilton Head Island.
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The Honorable Sea~a N. Naeusin
lhyor, Hilton Heed Island

Thank you, Nr. hhntgomsry. bS. Davidson. gentleman,
ladies and gentlemen. First, I would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate the Sea Grant Cbnsortivn and its
staff for putting on this wonderful and educational program.
Sitting here this morning, I have gained a great deal of
understanding as to what our problems are and how we might
cope with seem of those problems. After listening to the
speakers this morning and the thoughts that they' ve
presented to us, I'm reminded of a story about Jekyll Island
at the turn of the century when it was a resort for wealthy
northern families. The Carnegies, Rx".kefellers, and the
Nellons had ha«es there. One day Pmdrew Carnegie was
walking on the beach and scaecee approached him and said,
"Have you seen the beautiful new horns of the Wllons?" He
said, "Yes, it's a lovely little place and I admire it."
"But have you seen their art oollection, Hr. Carnegie?"  You
know that the ~lone were great art collectors.! He said,
"Yes, it is one of the «nst fantastic art collections,
private or public, that I' ve ever seen, and I don' t
understand it, the Mellons aren't wealthy, you know." 'ihat
story teninds m, as did the speakers this «erning,
eve~~ing is a matter of degree.

tRmt ~ heard this «orning certainly highlights the
fact that erosion takes different forms in diff ferent
places. I will tell you about what cur problem is on Hilton
Hsad. But first let «e try to orient you to Hilton Head
Island. 'Ihe island is as described by Dr. Kana, large at
the northern end and ccming to a smaller roundel' tip at the
southern end, in the shape of a boot. If you think of the
island as a boot, I think you' ll better understand sere. of
the a~ants that I will make later on. The Inland Mterway
runs behind the island then enters Qalibcxpm Sound. Broad
Creek runs through, al«ost dividing the island in half.

I'm not an authority on the subject of erosion, but
having observed the phencaenon as an interested individual
in various parts of the ~rid and «ere specif ically on
Hilton Head Island, there are sere observations whiW I feel
cxsyetent to «eke. As a relatively new mayor of a recently
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incorporated camnunity on a barrier island, I obviously have
more than !ust a passing i.nterest in this particular sub-
ject.

Mayor Beck of Pblly Beach was kind eaxxyh to send Ne a
<xyy of a letter fran Florida engineer Eric Olson dated
&~aber lith, 1980, addressing a E~mnt of Interior
report on barrier islands, "I am of the opinion that hunnLn
needs mst be considered along with enviromental needs when
addressing the issues of our vanishing coastlines....'Ibe
hearn needs, in many instances, are people's concerns about
envirormental problans.... 'Ihe very act of protection
against, envt.romm ntal mishap or damage &ms in fact address
huron needs."

Hilton Head Island falLs into the category of being a
developed barrier island, scca say ammdeveloped. But the
humn epmtJi,on is very much in evidence and is constantly on
our official nLinds and in the minds of the isIand's
residents. I say island because almost all of the island
maprises the 'Lbwn of Hilton Head Island. We' re
particularly concerned about hurricanes, their ef fects on
the enviroanent and more particularly in whether or not we
can evacuate all of the peopLe who are on the island at any
given tine. 'Ihe possibility of doing this is drastically
reduced when and if access to our new high bridges is cut
off by a rush of water across unprotected low areas of the
island. I do not believe that we must wait until sareone's
haae has been washed out to sea before we take the necessary
steps to protect against this happening to any structure,
nor do I believe that the problem cmn be solved
unilaterally. It should take a cooperative and collective
effort fran all of us, each learning fmn the other.

&heyday of this week the jbwn of Hilton Head Island was
four months old, South Qm>linn's newest municipality,
hardly tine for us to have given much thought to the erosion
problem. 'Ihat is not to say that others have not been
ad9ressing the problan for many years and we as a town shall
inherit the fruits of their endeavors as we officially
address the problma. We are a town of scam 27,000 acres, of
nearly 14,000 p~mnanent residents and scam 36 miles of
coastline, not including each side of Broad Creek.

hcaording to Dr. Pear Bruun, an island resident and
internationally known coastal engineer, Hilton Head' s
erosion problem is relatively mild and ann be solved through
a proper study by experts with a thorough knowledge of the
island and its surroundings to make appropriate
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recommendations. Just such a study is presently in
progress. Ihplsaentation obviously follows, but funding for
such leaves this a very major question to be addressed. At
this point in tine m have no ready answers for the
individuals whose pmp~y is being eaten away and who can
ill afford the cost of nourishing a beach, rebuilding a dune
or bui,lding a revetment or a seawal3.. Dr. Bruun,
incidentally, considers these to be the three viable options
for erosion mntrol. Although the town assurres no
responsibility for protection or restoration of buildings
dashed as a result of natural erosion, we have adopted the
rather strxct controls that were set by Beaufort. runty.
have adapted them in our own developnent standards
ordinance, requiring setbacks fnm primary dunes for
canstruction, except for beach pavi3.ions of less than four
hund+A square feet, beach boarchelks or other structures
whose specific purIxee is to protect or inprove the beach
and dune. I might add that our setbacks require a 40 foot
setback fran the top of the primary dune or 75 feet fnm
Iean high water, whichever is greatest. Our ordinance also
includes this statement:

 I!n approving all new subdivisions of land
or new construction permit applications within
five hundred feet of Port Royal Sound, the
At1antic Ocean and Galibogue Sound, the 'Ibwn
Planning Qmnission shall give due considera-
tion to the historic patterns of erosion or
accretion to forestall subdivision of lots or
parcels which face a substantial like3.ihood.
of being eroded away within fifty years. If
patterns of erosion or accretion of the past
fifty years  exist! then interject opposition to
any develop ant in this area.

% have other qualifying information in the ordinance to
follow that.

Erosion control, as I said earlier, is not new on
Hilton HM!d Island. It has been a major concern and subject
of study at least since the mid-l950s. Mxh has been
accmplished. So far as I know there is little if any
imnediate ~per of a major structure on the island falling
prey to the Mwncing tides, but unless appropriate action
is taken, and by that I nean cooperative action as opposed
to individual action,  that action then baccaes counter
-productive, we may encounter this threat in the future!.
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In North Forrest Beach, an area along the Atlantic
Ocean near the center of the island's barrier beach, there
is serious problem. Individual pv:cherty owners have built
stone zevetments on the dunes at consiclenable expense,
leaving st areas unprotectacl and subject to erosion which
ultixIztely will undermine the stone revetments already in
place. In only one area has a revetment been pzcg~ly put
in place.

In the area of Palxmtto Dunes where that "big bump"
ops, the xeucirmx» outward curvature of the shoreline at
that point creates maximum erosion. We heard that this
rrozning. A sczaping or panning process has been used there
to maintain the beach.

Panning is also used elsewhere along that thirteen
miles of beach along the Atlantic Ocean. A proposal is
being considered whereby offshore sources of sand of the
proper consistency. Pxssibly fromm Gaskins Banks which is two
to three miles offshore, will be barged in for nourishment,
a vezy expensive operation ink~. Bedirecting the Fblly, a
small tidal creek to the northeast of this Palmetto Dunes
area, would drastically reduce erosion in the Ehlnetto Dunes
area. In this area renourishment was essential to stabilize
the eros% ~ and with the addition of an artificial dune
the result has been a wide and beautiful beach which,
hc~zer, will require constant renourishment. Incidentally,
plans are to use a special split hull barge, to bring this
sand in from the Gaskine Banks, if in fact it is deemed
practical. In the past "T" groins at each end of that
thirteen mile stretch of beach have been used effectively
and in their vicinity the bmch tends to renourish itself.
In fact, in one instance the beach area has expended.

In the Sea Pines area on the southern part of the
island, a dune bre-deck»m mused by people has been a major
problem; to the extent possible these dunes and all others
must be rebult, repaired, and protected as they are what I
believe to be our first line of defense. In a 1982
presentation to the Florida Shore and Beach Presezvation
Association Inc., Dr. Pear Bruun wrote, "the fate and the
future of Hilton Hiead Island's beaches with particular
reference to five to eix miles of eroding shoreline lies in
nourishmnt and protection of the dunes."

In addition to the ordinances previously aentioned, we
have undez consideration an ordinance which would prohibit
the nnving of a house across a dune such as recently
happenaR on the island and which would possibly have broken
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a nejor dune formation down. At the rrrxnent, our Council is
working on such an ordinance and in a very short tirre we
hope to have passed such an ordinance.

Hmn rebuilt, dunes should be built to a height of
sixteen or narc feet and be strengthened by revetmsnts along
the dune face. At one area along this beach sprigging with
sea oats has not been too successful, although sprigging
with American beachgrass and <panic+I! has also been
successfully used. Along Port Royal Sound, the process is
less intense, although a five thousand foot revetment has
been in place on High Bluff. This seems to be performing
satisfactorily, although scrre renourishrrent has been
nea~~sary.

At the northerrxrost tip of the island, however,
considerable erosion has taken place and dunes must be built
up between &lphin Head Point and Pine Island, which is just
adjacent to that north~ rrost point. Relatively few
problems were noted along Skull Creek, that is, the Inlarn9
Irhterwey. At this point we have only lapping action, the
water rroves in rather slowly back and forth. There is a
partial retaining wall and there are marinas along this
area. Along Calibogue Sound, we find an escarpnent cut by
countless years of tidal action, along which at low tide a
narrow beach can be observed. This area narrows into a
peninsula called Bram's Point, bordered on one side by
Galibogue Sound and on the other by Broad Creek. At the
narrowest point of what is known as Spanish bbss Plantation,
the scarp has err~ nearly to the very narrow road serving
the residents of Bram's Point, and I might add that there
has been sare undercutting of that road at that point.
Property owners have applied for permits for breakwaters or
seawalls, but Coastal Cbuncil regulations will not permit
bulkheads to be built far enough out to provide for adequate
anchorage. Authorities believe that hurricane walls, frcrn
the low-tide mark inward, of boulders piled six feet high on
filter sheets and properly sloped would provide adequate
protection in this area. although sane rip-rap has washed
away

In closing. let rre say that we do have problems, albeit
scrnewhat less than many. Beach problems are very real to
those people rrest affected by than. 'Ib the degree that we
can seek out and find solutions, we shall exert every effort
to do so. At the rrment, despite the many hours of research
and study of Hilton Head's erosion problems, I would cpmss
that it excerpt that of many azmrunities, we are not yet
satisfied that we have all of the answers that we want or
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net. Perhaps we have sare problems to which there is no
p~ent solution. So we shall continue to nenitcr our
shoreline, examine all the new options and we hope to cate
up with sate, if not all, of the solutions. Thank you vezy
much.
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HIERO HEAD ISIAND
PANEL DISCUSSION

Rt. iClbllGGMHRY: 'R! launch the discussion, I' ll ask a
~stion of 1bny Niemeyer. Since you are active in planning
and development corporations, had experience with and
responsibility for corporations who are buildi,ng in beach
areas, and had experience with tidal systems, what should be
the responsibility and the needs of private corporations who
are building in beach areas?

hR. KQRIEQK: I think the best way to answer that is
 that they need to! do hark up front. 'Ihe best thing to
do is study historical facts to krxw what the trends are on
the island before you ever even get to the planning stages.
Once you' ve collected all this data and put it together,
then plan accordingy.

Nt. KXPKCMRY: I suppose those  studies! cost
money; who slmuld pay for the work? Is it built into the
cost of the developnent or  is there> smathing to help with
that  cost!?

Rt. KKB%".QR: bbst of the developers will fund this
thenselves to protect themselves.  It is best to avoid
fragmentation of this work, as could occur on Hilton Head
Island where there are several developnent groups.! %hch
one could be doing individual studies and use then
cx>llectively.

%t. &NXGCMKP: Dr. Pilkey, frcm the standpoint of a
person who is looking at this problem nationally, hcw
different are the problems in South Carolina frcm other
parts of the country? In general, in terms of what the
camunities are doing, is this best handled locally, does it
have to be a local or state project?

DR. PZZREY: Wll, I think the problems of Hilton
Head Island are the problems... on all of the American
barrier islands. Rut of the Amrican barrier islands are
eroding on the front side. Basically, the response of this
ccamunity is very similar to that of other acamunities. I
think it's a response that in the long run will not resolve
the problem. If the recreational beach is darned to be an
important aspect of Hilton Head, then I think Hilton Head is
heading in the classic direction of New Jerseyization, even
though...it's a long tira away. Ny grandchildren will see a
New Jerseyized Hilton Head unless sarething is done. I
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think the amrrunity will never be able to afford,
Plenishrrent  /rerx>urishment! along the entire shoreline.

The ccIrmunity, like all cmrrrunities xn South carolina
ently secarrs to  %~ove and! construct seawalls for

buildings that are in danger. ! nowing how it wor]cs in other
ities, and I' ve seen it in other states, we can ~act

those seawalls to grow in number. length, and abundance in
the future unless sarething changes in terms of regulations.
Ultimately on an eroding shoreline with an accelerating sea
level rise, as per the recent U.S. EnvirorIrental Protection
Agency reports we can ~~ect the seawalls to destroy the
beach- ~tever happens. ultimately the revetments and
seawalls will end up with no beach in front of them.

The solution, I think, is to have setbacks, especially
for condos, strong setbacks and there are very few states
that can do that. A lot of states have setbacks, but not
very many enforce them. I think you need to be willing to
either rKrve buildings or let them fall in when their times
cares. The reason you Mrnt strong settecks for oomkminiurrm
is that politically it is very difficult to allow a
ten-story building to faU, into the sea. You also need a
post~rm plan. Rmn the next storm cares, it will destroy
a lot of hceses on Hilton Heed, as it will everywhere. A
good strong storm plan  is naiad,! not allowing people to
build back where things were built before.

Basically I see Hilton Head as being an island in
serious trouble because it's doing what so neny other
islands have done in other areas of the country. I' ve yet
to see an individual camnunity along the Arrerican shoreline
develop in anything but a vacua. Bve~hody seems to have
to learn the lesson for them+elves.

Ne. KNT XORRYr Che quick follow-up question.
what errtent is the federal gomrrzrent providing low cost
flood insurance in the absence of setback restrictions
 that! in effect help people to build close to the beach and
then help them rebuild after their houses are  destroyed!?

M. P3IKKr ~l, the federal gomrrmant's been
guilty of sare sad things for barrier island dev~Dopnent in
the past. I think the federal goverrmrmt has taken the
first major step and I think we can see rare steps in the
future to get off the islands. I think cxaerunities like
Hilton Head can expel less federal help in the future for
replenishrrent or anything else. 'Ihe island ers! are
basically going to be thrown out on their own, in my view.
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As regards who minds the shore here, I think it has to corre
free a State level. Ctrrrparing NOrth Carolina and SOuth
Carolina, South Carolina is light years away free North
Carolina in texms of a viable coastal zone management policy
for the beach. North Carolina, I think, leads the nation
arrong all the barrier island states in having strong beach
protection in the coastal zone managerrent policy. Here' s
one quick exarrple without going into detail, the State of
North Carolina just ordered an individual who happened to be
a Duke professor to varrove a seawalI. free in front of his
house. South Carolina is a long way fxxzrr that.

St. MMIFNK%RY: Dr. Hayes and Dr. Dean you might
ccszrent just briefly. I%mt seens to be, freer the technical
stardgroint, the best thing to do as far as the erosion
problem?

ER. KlYESr Let me ccamrnt on that a little bit. I
can oczarent on what Dr. Pilkey had to say. First of all, to
make the pxorzMncement that Hilton Head is in trouble sounds
good to those that want to hear that sort of thing, but may
not be correct. ~t of these islands like Hilton Head in
South Carolina go thxough cycles of erosion and depositon.
It,'s conceivable that parts of Hilton Head Island will go
into another cycle of accretion; so it's not necessarily "in
trouble" in texms of prospects within the next few decades.
Also the staterrent that he made about all islands being
developed in a vacurzrr is wrong. I'm sure ibny  Niemeyer!
wouldn't want to say that, because Ibny plaid Kiawah which
is developed very nicely as far as beach erosion is
mourned. They haven't as yet had any major problems with
beach erosion, because they studied the historical trends of
erosion on the island, or they paid for the study. 'Ihey
developed a setback line and conesriuently don't have any
erosion problem.

Iat me say srzrething about Hilton Head. You might
wonder about the theory about drurmrticks that you heard the
speakers talking about this rrorning, because Hilton Head
doesn't really look like a drumstick, it looks like a
rural~'s shoe or boot. 'Ihe reason  is that the! two
corrponents of that. island were formed at drastically
different tirres. 'Ihe upper part of the "boot" roars formed at.
a higher stand of sea level, at. least twenty thousand years
ago. 'Ihat part of Hilton Head was foxrred in a manner
similar to the way Johns and cranes Islands were foxmed, it' s
what they call a "sea island." lt's an old Pleisbm~~
rrarrnant that was foxmed when the sea level was higher. 'Ihen
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there was a glacial period and the sea level dm !pad.
sea level later rose again and the rest of the island was
formed. That's why it has a different shape. Now, the
reason it has the part near the center, the bulge, as Tim
 Fana! pointed out this naming, is because that's where the
shoal fmm the big tidal delta offshore of Port Royal Sound
rmets the island. Ihe bulge fluctuates back and forth as a
new wedge of sand axes amund the tidal delta and then
another bulge acies amund; it is not a mI.ling pin aeving
toward Columbia or anywhere else. It moves back and forth.
Not to downgrade the problem that they' re having right rmw,
but we ought to keep the facts straight about barrier
islands. These barrier islands in South Camlina are not
like the barrier islands in North Garolina. Wet of the
barrier islands in North Garolina are what we call
transgressive or eroding barriers. Scca South Carolina
islands are moving landward, that's true, but there are a
lot of barrier islands in South Carolina that have accreted.
as much as a thm!sand feet since the Civil Rc'. As far as
Hilton Head's problems go, I guess I will agree with sare of
the things that Pear Bruun said in his aero and disagree
with scme of the others.  I would have to be asked specific
questions. !

M. DSLN: I think that there's a certain basic
agreenent here, at the panel table at any rate. I certainly
agree with 'Ibny  Nieaeyer! that one of the first pmblens
you should try to understand is the system: that involves
the trends and fluctuations and history, response to storms,
etc. Orrin Pilkey indicated that Hilton Head was on its way
to New Jerseyization. Miles  Hayes! indicated that he
wasn't so sure about that and I tend to agree.

I'm not so sure that an effective nourishrent program
costs any nere than reverts. It is true that...the
beaches do have to be reaourished, if they are in an
erosional trend, which scans to be a subject of some
difference with regard to Hilton Head. Scse of the
nourishamt projects that we' re now having opportunities to
rmnitor are very effective. They' re also very ~~sive, at
least initially, but I think they' re lasting longer than
people ted% to think at the outset. It seems to ae really
that the jury is still out on whether beach nourishment
auld be effective in scxa locations like Hilton Head. I
think one of the major problems is that nourishaent requires
a concerted action, whereas revetments can be carried out on
a piec~ basis. It seems to me that one of the
operational pmblens is to try to aid or inplesent that
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concerted action toward beach nourishment programs where
they' re needed and where they' re warranted. Oertainly beach
erosion tends to occur on a spot basis. 'Ihere could be
erosion in one area that will threaten a dwelling and the
Landceeex will be forced to build a revetsent, thereby
putting his investment in place. It scans to ne one thing
educational pnryute can do where it's warranted or nee.ied,
is to apprise the Landowners of the need for concerted
actions which will both retain the recreational
characteristics of their beaches and also the stoxm
protection characteristics of the beaches. I would say,
Looking at it fmn a pretty distant perspe~ve, Hilton Head
has an interesting avenue to these problem, but none of
thea are really critical. 'Ihe future may not be so bad
there. it seems to ne.

Nt. MKIQ~f: 'Ihank you. Let me open the floor
for questions.

h SPMKRRHt> I would like to ask Dr. Hayes a
hypothetical question just for pure purpose of isolation.
If the sea level rose a hundred feet or fell a haired,
would we still, have beach erosion or landjwater interface
erosion?

IR. HAX88: ~ beach retreats or builds up in
response to two principle factors. l! 'Ihe rate of the
water level going up and down, 2! the aaount of sand that
ames into the systsca. 'Ihat's the balance. 1hat balance
oan change very quickly around a tidal inlet. At Seabrook,
for example, when Chptain Sane Inlet was cut, sand went on
the beach quickly. 'Ihere was a lot of sand ca>ning on the
beach in a place that had been eroding for about three
yaars. It's now building out. %at's because all of a
sudden there's a slug of sand omd.ng in. ~ you try to
determine whether a beach will accrete or erode, you have to
balance the two factors of sea Level change and sedimnt
supply.

If the sea level is rising very fast, there's ala+st no
way that the beach can do anything but retreat. A good
exanple of that is on the Mississippi Delta. I don't know
if you' re familiar with it or not, but the Mississippi River
has switched channels many times over the past five thousand
years. 'Ihe river delta will build way out to the shelf and
it gets so long that the river gets too flat and sl~ish
and a big flood will cut it off. The delta is left sticking
out on the Qontinental Shelf and that sand pile is sitting
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on mud, so it starts to sink, and I sean sink fast, like a
foot or two a year, satething like that, really fast. i%en
it starts ching that the sea can ax<vs across it, erodes it
right across the front. So sare of the worst erosion in
North America occurs on 'those ab5Adoned lobes of
Mississippi Delta. If the sea level drops drastically, then
you would expel the shoreline to build out. It's really
the balance of the ratio of those two factors: sea level and
sedixent supply. A generalization mn't be made about all
the shoreline of the est Cbast, because one place has a lot
of sand aming in and in another place there isn't much
sand. Presently, the sea level is rising slowly.

A SPRCZIQCR: Okay. Do the mechanics of erosion or
accretion still exist at the new water level?

ER. ELYES: Yes. But look at it in the context of
what nekes the shoreline retreat over a period of, say, ten
years. In Louisiana, for exanple, in one of those areas the
shoreline might erode a half a mile in ten years. 'Ihat's
because the land is sinking and the sea is just going across
it.

A SPB ZAKR: So far eve~rthing mentioned has been
cancerned with the cyclic or gradualistic process but you
have the catastrophic processes. Fbr example, you can lose
a half a mile in one night dm to a hurricane. %w, we do
not have any such instances that I know of along this coast.
Nevertheless, what sort of planning is done for evacuation
fzcaa these increasingly heavily pc~ated barrier islands?
'Ihe roads in and out are not adequate.

NQKR SMJSIN: Perhaps I can address that because
I' ve been involved in planning for hurricanes on Hilton Head
Island for at least the past ten years. Prior to the
~intment of an ssergeaey planning officer for Beaufort
Runty, we had a plan for Hilton Head Island that ~ thought
might get e~nerPody out. Mmn our erergency planning officer
ave aboard, he took that and today we have an excellant
plan, but the plan itself is dependent upon a nanber of
things. Che is the neer of cars that m can mme over one
exit route in a given period of tine. The other is that we
do have the potential for the island being cut in two by a
heavy surge of water. All of these things have been taken
into consideration in a plan that has been developed for
Beaufort Oounty, a portion of which ak9amses Hilton Head
Island. Pbrtunately we have two new high bridges which give
us erne means of security, ensuring that, all things being
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equal, the bridges will be operable. W think that we' re in
reasonably gxd shape so far as burrimne planning and
evacuation is concerned. ~~ding upon how the island
builds up in the future, we may have to put a cap on growth
in order to ensure adequate eva~tion. That is scsmthing
that we' ll stil.l have to address.

A SP~aKRi I know this is the subject of a future
conference, but my own information, how fast is the sea
level ri.sing now and is that expacbsd to increase?

M. PZZXErr I think there's pretty wide agreenent
that the sea-level is...  well, there's a lot of disagreement
on it,! but probably the sejorf ty figure may be on the order
of one foot per century and the remnt EPA report suggested
that by the year 2100 the sea level... the scenarios, all of
which have a lot of uncertainties, lead to figure <of!...a
two foot rise to a ten foot rise by the year 2l00. Two feet
being the mininnm expe~ and ten feet being the rnaxiram.
I think in any case that it's prudent to ~~ the sea
level rise to accelerate.

Rot only can we expel the shoreline erosion rate on
Hilton Head to increaes because of this, but I think it' s
important to not forget the factor that has affected so many
other states and that is, these islands tend to be
interconr~ad in a long-range sense. Sand flows acmss
inlets in one direction or another, especially during storms
and that's all part of the sand supply systan. South
Caralina, like sere of the other states, is building sea-
wells, jetties, and groins, which is slowing up that sand
supply considerably. In the State of Texas where they' ve
actually locked at the ispact of stabilization on the
shoreline emsion rate, Robert Wrton has estimted that it
has had an important iapact on the rate of erosion on the
entire coast of Texas." He said "important" without putting
a nanber on it, but he did say that fifty percent of the
sand supply of the entire coast has now been tied up by the
jetties; so there is this additionaL factor of man that. has
an irrpact on the emsion rate.

A SPRC'BLKR: Addressing the panel on Hilton Head
with all the knowledge that each individual person on the
panel has, together with the Myor of Hilton Head, with your
knowledge, what would you do in the next ten years on trying
to help the new city plan for the emsion as it occurs
today?
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N4 RQSIQSR: Iet me speak to that. I think setback
lines are sarething that are going to mme and I think that
you need to preIxue for that and get the best available
scientific help that you can in establishing those lines and
go ahead and establish thea. I like Ben's  Ben Gregg!
statement earlier about not necessarily mking them
manchtory, but go ahead and have a line that you identify
and let people understand and educate the public as to the
problems they can have if they get in front of that line.

KR. PZZZEFr I would nmnitor the beaches very
carefully so that I'd know how much sand is being lost.
Erosion is often a redistribution of sand frcm one place to
another. Cf course, if you' re in an area that's losing
sand, then you have beach erosion and if you' re in an area
that's gaining. then you don' t. A lot of tines the
mainh~~nce problems on an island such as Hilton Head can
result in redistributing the sand along the beach. It' s
important to know the magnitude of the problmn you' re
dealing with to find out fairly precisely how much sand is
being lost fnxn your system, because that's important. If
you do a nourishment project, you' ve got to replenish that
amount of the sand fmn offshore, which is a fai.rly
expensive operation, but redistributing is a much less
expensive operation.

NCtR RhQKIN: If I may just ccmmIent. This is
precisely our plan and goal, to continue to monitor, to set
up study teams. As part of our planning oarmLission, we had
a beach erosion cmmittee which will be coordinating this.
I think that this is a must. Ibe other thing that I think
and perhaps this was what Mr. Nimeyer was approaching, is a
coastal setback line for the entire state, rather than just
Locally established. 'Ihank you.

A SPECIM.'Nt: Yes. I'd like to ask two questions
about the quality of the sand. I have heard that in order
to renourish the beach you have to match that sand exactly.
If that true?

ER. DIRN: I certainly don't think you have to match
the sand exactly. but by quality of sand as far as stability
and performance is concerned, the sand that you place on the
beach should be as coarse or coarser than the native
mmterials. It's not essential. There's a beach in Florida
that's been nourished a number of tiaes with finer sand, but
it just tends to be carried away more rapidly. Pirst of
all, if you place a certain number of cubic yards of sand on
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the beach, a certain vol?me, then the finer sand has a
milder pmfile so it tends to equilibrate ta a farther
distance offshore. You' re left with less usable beach, even
if it all stayed in front of the area of placsrrent, but in
fact it doesn't even do that. It tends to be carried down
the beach rrr?re rapidly. Ihe rule of thumb is that the sand
should be as coarse. If you oan find a little coarser sand,
but still a good quality for beach bathing, then you' re even
f arther ahead.

A SPRCTRKRr I'd like to go back to the New
Jerseyization of South Carolina for a minute. I don't knaw
enough about it but was questioning Dr. Hayes on what he
says is continuing accretion. That's fine, maybe it will
accrete, but in the rreantirre to pmtect pmp~~y peale are
putting mcks, etc., to stop the undermining of their
property. 'Ihe New Jerseyisation of the South Chrolina
beaches has just begun. Nsw Jersey started when I was a
child. I saw it. I' ve heard your avyurrmnt before, that it
is all accreting. I live on Seabmok where indeed sand ?re
be accreting now, but  as a result of past erosion! we have
mcks there that are not r?ar?ovable acmrding to Tim  Kana! .
They won't be rareved. So we can't have a good beach ~in,
can %8?!'?

M. HKtESr I did not?rean to irrply, if you
understood rrm to say all beaches in South Carolina are
accreting. That is not what I said.

A SPIR~QUt: Nell, Hilton Head is...let's take
Hilton Head.

1%. EQESr I said saretirres it acczetes and
srmmtUres it emdes, but the general trend in a historical
context is that it accretes. 'Ihat's true of all these
barrier islands, the big ones like Hilton Head and Kiawah
and R?ab!rook. Otherwise you muldn't see the parallel lines
of trees. W have mred  r?mny of these islands! we' ve dated
then, we can draw lines showing when they built out. Now
what I'm trying to say to you is that all the beaches in
South Carolina are not retreating. &'ve tried to deal with
the truth. 'Ihe truth is that the tea~ neve back and
forth. 'Ihat's the truth.

A SPZCXllXIX.r But the truth is also human response of
putting...  rocks on the beach! .
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R4 EQQSr I agree with you. It's a bad id in
general to put rocks on the beach. I' ve never once in rn
life reoormended gutting rocks on the beach. Sut let's try
to Ineep the facts straight, which are that in general on th
barrier is3rrrnds of South Carolina over the psst th ~
thmrsand years these islands have accreted. eclat that tell
rre is it's possible to intelligently deal with the problerrr
It also tells rre that every beach in South �nrolina wi13. not
necessarily look like New Jersey, not if we deal with it
correct1y.

lXt. PIKKER'r I'd 3.ike to respond. I think the
irrportant point, Miles, the thing that has happen/ on rrrany
North Carolina islands in the last three thousand years is
they' ve been going seaward, but right ncrw most of North
Carolina and rmst of South Carolina is eroding, the beach is
retreating at this rroment, perhaps in response to the 1930s
sea level right 1m'. I know there are isiarn9s that are
building up, perhaps with sand frrm Polly ~ and so
forth. But basically we are eroding, the shorelines are
eroding now

KR. EiYBSr Some shore3.ines are eroding and srxre are
accreting. I don't know exactly what the percentage is but
we determined that rate on every inch of South Garolina's
coast. We have a publication out front there if you want to
look at it, you can tell exact1y how beaches have eroded and
accreted in South Carolina in the historical context between
1939 and 1976. If you want to know go look in that book and
you am tell exactly what the beach was doing between 1937
and l976.

l%. Kl6UGMIRY: Any rrore specific questions about
Hilton Head?

A SF%CXAXMr I want Dr. Hayes and Dr. Dean to tel3.
the Wyor of Hilton Head what they would suggest as the
general thing to do at Hilton Head. He said it doesn't have
to be New Jerseyization if you do it right. Irbat is right?

IR. PIIZEKr I think they ought to have strong
setbacks, have a post~rrn plan, they should be prepared to
either let buildings fall in or nove them and that' s
furn9arrentally my idea. I would like to see the tirre cane
when the governnrent of South Carolina can say what the
gomrment of North Gua3.ina has said with regard to a line
of beach houses, which are in the surf right now, just north
of Nags Hend. 'the Governor of North Carolina said we' re not
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going to protect those buildings because in order to protect
them we would probably destroy the beach, so we' re letting
them go. But aeanwhile the cxmaunity flourishes.

A SPZCZAXCR: In certain cases, the Hilton Head
shoreline is gaining. Ihe south part of the beach is
building  out! a lot of the beach. North of Port Royal is
building because of the jetties. In Palmetto Dunes, there
is treamivus erosion. Ihe question is: If you were Wyor
and we had tresendous erosion there, with your knowledge,
tell us or the City of Hilton Head what can we do in the
next five years to keep that erosion at a mininun or maybe
even build up.

Ht. HAYES: Bob Dean looked into the possibly of
nourishing the beach. 'Ihat's what he mm talking about when
he said that nourishnent projects, where you bring fairl.y
large volrxes of sand, require an analysis of cost and
benefits. S~bcdy that studies it carefully can probably
tell you how much it's going to cost to put it there, how
long it's going to stay there and then you' ll. have to decide
if it's worth it or not. It won't stay there forever, but
it auld certainly slow down the erosion for scse tine.

Rrw, if you want to keep it there longer, the way that
neny engineers are dealing with that now is to develop what
is known as an offshore breakwater. You put a structure
offshore and then the beach develops an apulibrium form in
between these offshore structures. In fact, in Japan where
they have very intense use of the shoreline, and it's very
important to the people that live there< they' ve gone over
to this technique and almost all the areas of severe erosion
are being dealt with by this method. It's rather expensive.
It would be cheaper pmbabl,y just to dump the sand on there
and let it wash away thigh tine, but if you want a
solution that is more permanent, you would probably go to
the offshore t~waters. It's been done in many places.
We' re not talking about magic. 'Ihere are many examples of
how erosion has been slowed down around the world. It just
cxmts a lot of money and the question is do the people in
Hilton Head want to spend the money to do it.

NLYCR RKXSIN: There is already in place a propceal
which will be considered next week for doing precisely what
you say, Dr. Hayes. That is, going offshore, using split
hull barges, bringing that sand on the beach. It's going to
be a oontinuing...obviously a continuing operation, but this
proposal has resulted frcm aeny long hours and a lot of



people considering it, But as Wyor of Hilton Head Island,
I would like to also say that we in no way wish to denegrate
New Jersey. W think New Jersey is a great place to be
fvm. Although I'm not from New Jersey, I did cme fexn up
north. 4h also think that, Hilton Head is a great place to
emu fnm and to the degree that we can solve this problem
we' ve been discussing here today, we are certainly going to
move along the lines that we will find appropriate and we
certainly thank you gentlmmn for your advice.
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NOR PICKER: 'Ibank you very much. 'Ihank you, John,
distinguished panel, my friend Ibny Niemeyer, and ladies and
gentlam.n. It's a pleasure to be with you on this occasion.
It's been a great day, a very enlightening discussion and a
very important topic for the State of South Carolina,
migrating beaches." I want to thank the Sea Grant

Oonsortimn for pulling this together, because I think it' s
very beneSicial. Obviously by the interest and the
attendance that we had today, a lot of you think so also. I
also want to thank them for not seating me between Dr.
Pilkey and Dr. Hayes over there. 8aybe we ought to put 'Ibny
Nieaeyer in between then. I don't know. I'm sure they' ll
get along all right as we move forward.

A lot has been said about the migrating beaches, at one
point Dr. Pilkey aentioned that the State of South Carolina
is light years behind our neighboring State of North
Carolina and other areas, I think that may be the case. I
~uld follow that by saying that we' re light years ahead of
where we were ten years ago in the State of South Qarolina.
Those of us who were involved seven or eight years ago
recognise sam significant changes in the state's ability to
deal with the bea"~s and mastal areas, the wetlands of our
state. I think we' ve made great progress. Indeed, there' s
a long way to go but this type of forum, the creation of the
Sea Grant  bnsortien in its present condition, the Coastal
Council as we know it today and the m>rk that they' re doing
with the wetlands across our state, have helped us ocae a
long way in dealing with scme of the problem of our cxestal
regions. I think with that backs~ and that history
we' ll be able to neve forward in the next few years and
maybe catch up that light year or pass it without too rmch
delay.

I will speak to you briefly on what's been happening in
~e Beach for the past few years, sare of the things
we' ve seen, and sare of the things we' ve done in an attempt
to deal with the ercmion that we' ve seen in the past three
to six years.



Myrtle Beach is located on what's walled Iong Bay. You
only need to rmmanber the crescent shape of the saon and
that is the shape of the Grand Strand. Chrtainly our
problem are different than st of the barrier islands.
are separated by a   mn~ cut of the Intracoastal Naterway
fran the mainland, but we are basically a part of the
mainland. Ihere have been a lot of coaparisons with New
Jersey and other places, but my observation is that there' s
really no final answer or no  ccsprehensive! answer to deal
with the probl~ at Myrtle Beach the sane as you would deal
with the problens in New Jersey  or on the! barrier islands
of South Carolina.  Each place has! nmny contributing
factors that cause the sr~m~mt and migration of sand.

Historically, at Myrtle Beach, we' ve had a very stable
beach, Up until l971 or l972 nest folks didn't worry about
erosion because it just didn't seen to happen. 'Ihings
stayed in place and the beach stayed there and there wasn' t
a whole lot of concern about it. In 1972 and 1973
developnent increaaad substantially. If you looked at a
chart of building permits, you would see them jap right off
the top of the chart in those two years. If you looked on
this year you'd see them doing the sane thing, just like
they did ten years ago. Rav, I think developnent has led to
scae increase in our problems. In fact, scxre of you may
have seen the study done out of Wicago that projected that
Myrtle Beach and the Grand Strand area would be the second
most rapidly growing area in the country during the next
three years of cities less than 500,000 people, behind Ft.
~rs, Florida. Wa're going to continue to see developnent
and growth. %mt we' ve attested to do in our area, in
Myrtle Beach particularly, is to deal with that in a proper
fashion so that ~ can have st control over it.

'there is a syndrme on Hilton Head and indeed in scan
other places. I think I heard mme 'body talk about the
peninsula of Qurleston as I was caning in, and it's there
in Myrtle Beach also. I call it the Drawbridge &pndrma,"
that says Eureka, I'm here, near, pull the bridge and don' t
let anybody else in." I think it's going to take scxre
careful managssent to deal with that attitude in rapid
growth areas. South Carolina will be one of the fastest
growing states in the country during the next hm~9e, and
that's going to take st very careful management of growth,
not necessarily controlling or limiting, but managing growth
and developaent. "Bat's where I think we need to be and



that's where we have attranpted to be in the past few years.

 I will talk to you now about! scae of the overall
erosion that we' ve experienced in the last seven or eight
years and what's happening now. Zf you' ve got a motel ox a
swirsrring pool that's about to fall into the ocean, you don' t
care that over the past three thcaamd years sand has been
accreting on our beach. The problem brings political
pressuxe on the elected officials to do scmrething about it
now, whether it's right or wrong; that's the kind of
pressure that we in local governamrt have to deal with.

 Searaalls axe a reasure which we have historically been
against in Myrtle Beach, but which have been used to chal
with the exosion pxoblarrs.! We recently experienced a series
of significant northeasters. Darrege to existing vertical
concrete seawalls wes shored up with rip-rap, as the beach
wm scazped in fxont of the seawalls by waves hitting the
seawalls. In sane places, the drop in beach level was
significant.  We also have a pxoblem with these seawalls ox
revetrrrents, they were built on an uneven line down the
tmachfront back in the l970s. !

Outfall lines of corrugated pipe carry stoxrnwater off
of the streets and parking lots  directly onto the beach!.
That pxocess was begun a long tirre ago, to deal with
handling stoxrarater and the easiest thing to do was to let
it run downhill, which happened to be on the beach. 'Ibis
has led to and cxeated a worsening condition for our erosion
process. Scarp lines cut into the dxy sand beach area there
 near the outfalls!.  There is a! rerstewater sewer line  on
the beach! that used to be below sea level, and is now
exposed. If sarething is not done, it will pose a
rxrntinuing problrsrr for the City in its efforts to deal with
the erosion of the beach.  We must have over 200 of these
outfalls on the beach.!

%h've been very pleased with the response fvm the
South Carolina Cbastal Council and financial assistance
providing the dollars to build dune cxossovers at many of
our public access points. If you ccapare beaches, the City
of Myrtle Beach has more public access points on its beach
than any beach I krrow of. In an attempt to maintain the
dunes that still exist, we' ve built rrrmbers of crossavers at
public access points.  They! have been very well accepted
and have done a goad job of helping maintain our dunes in
those areas.
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years ago after we established bench marks on the be ~ in
1982. We b gan the process of remcving the sand at low tide
and on the berm that builds up at the lcrwer edge of
water and D~3agositing it. up at the base of the pr~
dune and then shaping it with a bulldozer. This ~"b
very effective temporary process of maintaining, if ~ing
rrore, the aesthetic quality of Myrtle Beach.

I said we' ve consistently been against semralls.
have passed an ordinance that dire&ed how and where
seawalls could be built. We ncrw do not. allow any vertical
seawalls in the city. Ws require than to be built on a 2: l
slope. In fact, if we could disallow them entizely, I think
we would do that. As I think Dr. PiIkey mentioned, it's a
continuing process, once you build one  you have to build
mare!. W've attempted to minimize the detrirrental effect
of the vertical seawalls. Ws now have in place a Shoreline
bhnagrarrsnt Qmnittee working to study our problems and to
establish scrre controls and develognent along that area.
M're pleased with that effort, and I think we' ll see sane
good results saon.

'Ihere is, I think, no final answer. Scrre of us are
searching as if we could rxmre up to a final answer and say,
okay, this is the cure-all to the erosion proaass.
Realistically that's not going to happer, even with the best
of results we' re not going to see a final answer, because
things change. Certainly the dynamics of our beachfronts
change on a regular basis.

I think it is important to point out f rem a
municipality standpoint, that we have taken considerable
steps in dealing with erosion and met those with scrre
financial assistance frcm Coastal Cbuncil. but very little
assistance frcm anjwbm else. It is not realistic for the
City of Nyrt1e Beach to rmaintain a recreational beach that
attracts nine million people during the year to the State of
South Carolina, that in fact produces two-thirds or better
of the billion dollar touriam industry that the State of
Sbuth Carolina enjoyS. Xt is juat not fair tO ask those
18,000 people to foot the bill. We need state assistancm'.
We need state assistance in the form of setback lines or the
permission to have setback lines with the backup of the
state government. We need revenue sources. The
accrmraodations tax is vitally neeck6, not that it'8 going to
be the cure-all to the erosion process, but it is a vital
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revenue source that aLLows sccrI of those nine million people
who enjoy the State of South Carolina and the Grand Strand
to contribute to solving sarI of the problems and the
des~9s that are placed on our Local ocaamnities. M need a
 %next Asaanbly and a state goverraant aware of the value
of the leaches of the State of South Carolina, and willing
to back us vp, I think Local goverreents across the state
in our cxmstal aaamnities are willing to take the tough
stances that are newel, but they' re going to have to have
scls support and back-~ frecn the higher levels of
government.

I thank you for your attention and givinq m the
opportunity to bs before you today.
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M!6t'XLR BHCH

PANEL DIKIJSSICN

Nk. K81tXMRY: ?et ne direct a general question to
the panel. The problems of Nyrt1e Beach seem to nm aore
akin to Miami Beach, for exanple, than they might be to
Hilton Head. Cbuld you acbirmss frcm each of your viewpoints
what significmnce that might have and what suggestions you
might have to apgeaech the problems in ~e Beach?

IR. PDXKF: I agree with alsost ever ~ing that the Mayor
said. I think that in the case of Myrtle Beach,
replenishment  reocurishment! with federal, perhaps federal
and state, aid is rmre than justified. I look at Myrtle
Beach as being South Carolina's Coney Island where you have
six hundred thousand% to one million people in a single day
enjoying the shoreline. ~ you have that many people
enjoying the beach, then any ascunt of soney that is
required for replenishnent can be aors than justified.
Myrtle Beach seems to rre to be that type of situation. I
Wn't think you have six hundred thc|umand to a million
people a day on the beach, but this i.s quite different frcm
Hilton Head where the nmjor problem is that houses are going
to fall in rather than that the re~tionaL beach is
disappearing. So, it's an entirely different justification
and I think the chances of getting federal or state aid are
greater in Hurtle Beach and they should be, in my opinion.
M're talking about an answer to a lot of the problem
in South Carolina that is too ustly for the whole state. I
think a gocd generalization for a  replenished> beach is a
million cbllars a mile and 1 don't think you can predict how
long a replenished beach will stay on. A replenished beach
that stays there for a ~~e is a good replenished beach.
In North Carolina we haven't had one of our three beaches
that have been replenished stay that 1ong. Recently in
Florida I talked to citizens and city smnagers of Bzrpano
Beach and Hope Sound. ~ Sound was on its second
replenishnmnt in six years and Rx~ea> Beach was on its
second or third replenishment in about that length of tine.
'Ihey |s re quite surprised that the beach had disappeavad
that quickly. That's a major problem with replenishnent. I
think another problan with replenishsmnt, as I' ve seen in
Jacksonville Beach, Florida and in Carolina Beach, North
Carolina is that replenishment tends to change develoarent
patterns. It might not happen in Nyrt1e Beach, but in
Carolina Beach, North Carolina, the Le~cost small beach
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cottages are sur%3enly mw being replaced by condominiums,
It's a very rapidly eroding beach and I don't believe the
replenished beach will last more than four or five years.
Run the shoreline is back to its fozner position, at a cost
of four million dollars per mile, there will be an entirely
different political situation, with high rises or Large
aoadominium instead of small cheap beach cottages and the
response therefore cannot be nearly as flexible.

KR. ERHSr You can't predict how fast the beach will
exode without scrre kind of detailed analysis of the
transport processes on the beach. The way to K that is to
txy to get a seasonal average of the wave conditions and by
nsLking the proper rrrsasurerrents of how big the waves are,
what angle the waves approach the beach and other kinds of
rsrsuremnts, then a fairly accurate estirrete of how long a
given volum of sand will stay on that beach can be made.
If you look at Myrtle Beach in an historical context, which
we haver it's glIxte different from the other parts of South
Carolina. In an historical context, not the last three
thousand years, but the last thirty or forty years, it' s
been relatively stable. ?4m, the Ooastal Council has
sponsored a project to analyze the erosion at ~e Beach,
which is being done by Tim Kana and two of his associates.
Generally speaking, the mistakes that have been rrede in
Nyrtle Beach, and Tim can correct rre if I'm wrong, have had
to do with not having a decent setback line. A lot of those
stru~es have been built right on top of the dune. In sare
cases, they have just flattened out the dune and built, not
leaving any space for the beach to fluctuate. If you
understand the beach in a given locality you can predict
fairly well what that fluctuation distance is and then you
ann draw resonable setback lines. Emsion at ~e Beach
is a problerr that was brought about by urrwise construction
practices over the Last few dydee and in my opinion
doesn't have rarch of anything to do with rising sea level.

'Ib deal with the erosion is going to cost smm rroney.
It's similar in sare respects to Hilton Head in that it' s
probably to be solved by nourishrrent. 'Lbe size of the
pxoject has to be determined. 'Lhe sand could be added in
+nail incnsrents or in one large increment. It's not a bad
place to do the offshore breakwater solution; but that' s
very expensive. I don't think offshore breakwaters would be
nerx ssary in this particular case.

Rt. RIINH59R: I just wanted to ask a qrx stion  of
bhyor Picken!, and I'm thinking a little bit into the
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future. If you had a setback line established and ~ ~
had a soning ordinance or scca sort of building criteria
that says you replace the older buildings with lower d
and go toward higher density as you aove farther away  f~
the beach>, you have to start ~there.  !nce you establish
the  setback! line, then beyond that point when scsethi
goes in there you go the Law density, closer to the ocean
and then you back that up with higher density farther away
and offer s me way to transport the people to the beach

HAXR FDKRN: I like that corrupt and I guess the
hard "density" is how I got. involved in this sess anyway.
'Jhe city passed a "density ordinance" in 19'74 that I didn' t
agree with. lt said that we would make the density 1500
square feet of land area per unit, which equates to
twenty-nine units per acre and it did not equate to hotel
units at all, just to condominiune or apartments; so it
really was no density ordinancm at all. The concept of
restricting density on the front and allowing the greater
density as you mve away is a concept that I agree with.
Since I don't have but one or two of my constituents out
there  in the audient! I think I can say here that I agree
with that. It muld not be received very well at hccne, I' ll
tell you that.
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Mt. 1UHCEQ%tr ~1, I was looking to the future; you
auld adopt or at least work toward the adoption of scmre of
those types of pzograrmr in the future. If it accretes then
you' re okay; but if you have an erosional trend that
continues, at least you' ll have planned for it.

MRXGR PICKRN: I think that's vitally irrportant and a
vezy good suggestion.

KR. DERN: I'd just like to agree with Orrin Pilkey
in that it seems that your figures justify beach
nourishaent and replenishment pzograme, as the nourishrrmnt
cbes tend to be ezoded away. In a sense, Myrtle Beach is
regarded as a state facility bemuse it does draw many
people and thr~~r free up acme of the other beaches for
nore pristine use. if you will. 'Ibe concept of setback
lines is good and interesting but if you do have an
erosional «~, all it buys you is tine and it buys you
nothing more than tirrm. Although Miles has brought up
another point that a setback line is the zone that you need
for the natural fluctmtion.

I don't like eeawalls of any kind, but in your case
seawalls may take in a little bit of an urararranted "bum
zap," because I think er~rrbcdy on this panel vill agree
that sear+Qls do not remwe sand freer the system. They hold
srm sand out of the system, but if you put in a seawall,
it's not going to take one cubic yard of sand away frcrrr
Mjrtle Beach, and so the sarre sand is there and you have to
start  with!, secre basics like that.

I would like to say a little bit about replenishnmt
duration that Orrin  Pilkey> has addressed. Ihe cost has
been bzought up as a mil,lion dollars a mile, with questions
about how long that will last and so on. One of my good
late friends who was not trained in coastal engineering had
a very interesting analogy: when one initially nourishes the
beach then basically one is trying to set it back in tirre.
If there's an erosional trend, and in many areas there is,
you' ze trying to set it back in tine maybe twenty or fifty
years ~

If there's an erosional t.zend of a foot per year and
you spend a million dollars a mile, then you may be putting
the shoreline seaward where it wes fifty or one hundred
years ago, so that's not really a fair maintenance cost to
tzy to ~aviate. I think the cost per year per foot is
rrore on the order of maybe ten dollars or so or with the
beach erosion projects in Florida. It's difficult to give



you scmre of those figures, but they' ve lasted vexy we1L.
%he Miami Beach project is a case in point. Che thing that
we found is that the longer you make a beach nourishment
project, the more successful it is. A beach nourishnent
project tends to unravel, the sand tends to be carried away
few the ends. %e way it works out is that, if a beach
nourishment project one mile long loses half of the volte
in a certain number of years then a two mile long project
would take four tine the length of tirre to lose the sane
percentage of materials  these are just theoreticml
examples.> In the case of Myrtle Beach where it is regarded
as a state facility, it is useful to think of the beach like
a building, a car, or a xoed: they all rmpzire maintenancs .

On the lighter side, perhaps acme of you wonder what
the pane1 up here represents. I don't think we have any
easy solutions because there pxohebly aze none to beach
erosion. One of the characteristics of this panel is that
m've seen a lot of things that don't work. You tend to get
a bit jaded because of that, but one thing that I keep
caning hack to is I think a lot of beaches, like Myrtle
Beach, really need sand. Anything you can do to put the
sand in the system is going to provide a benefit. I think
sand panning or scraping, is acknowledged as a short-term
solution. A long-term vznedy, if we' re going to tzy to
rreintain a zecreational beach is always going to require
putting sand in the system if the background includes an
erosional trend. 'ihere's no other way azound it.

NMKR PICKI%: I want to respond to a couple of
things there, Dr. Dean. %at's about all we have done is
scare beach maintenance and moving sand around. I think the
seawalls, the vertical seawalls, may not cause a loss of
sand but certainly lower the beach at the site. 'Ibe point
that you sede about the length of a renourishment. pxoject is
very important in the case of Myrtle Beach, because we' re as
a city ~'re just thirteen miles of a fifty mile strand, and
I had great fears of the City of Myrtle Beach txying to do
scmething on its own and my good friends frcm Surfside
sitting there xeceiving all the benefit, just down south of
Myrtle Beach. I think that ~saks to the need for a higher
level of yov~~rmnt participating so that the Grand Strand
area am be dealt with as one entity because there are no
magical lines on the beach that deal with our pxoblem.

Mt. KliPBXNHUf: let's open it up for questions. Txy
to take ineediate questions just pertaining to Myrtle Beach
and the sore general ones we' ll take later on.
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A SP1CHVKRr I live in Garden City in the surrrrer
and Cbnway in the winter tirre. Let rre thank the panel for
accepting +rtle Beach as a state beach. W appreciate that
and we rea1ize that sme of you might work for the state.
'Ibat's where the state gets rrost of the taxes.

Is it possible for a dredging machine, like they
dvMpsd the Inland Qhterway, to sit off the coast just a few
hua9red feet, because I'm sure the sand that has washed off
the Strand isn't far, and perp that sand back on the beach?
If it can be done for thirty million dollars for thirty
miles, that would be the best money ever spent. Is that
possible?

KR. DRANr ~L, you said a few hundred feet
offshore. I'd like to see that material be obtained frcrrr a
much greater distance offshore. If you think about it in an
annual cycle, then probably that several hundred feet would
be closer to a thousand feet, at least out to the winter
bar, if there is a winter bar in that area. I think that
probably it doesn't matter too much whether you' re purrping
within a few hundred feet or even a mile offshore. 'Ihe
critical distance is about a mile; that is, if you purrp for
nore than a miLe you have to put in an extra booster purrp.
If there's good quality materia1 within a mile offshore
 that's a critical factor with regard to Hilton Head! then I
think probably it's better to go farther offshore.
Crtherwise you get this "shortmircuiting," where you put the
sand up on the beach, high tide cmes up and pills it back.
'Ihe farther you go offshore, the better, out of the active
zone, rmrybe a tbousarH or two thrxmand feet, depending on
the severity of the storms during that particular year.

A SPHCXRXCR: But you think that is possible?

KR. DHklr I think it is possible. 'Ihe million
dollars a mile costs of dredging have gone up dramatically
in the last decade. They' ve gone frcmr maybe a dollar and a
half to six doLLars, maybe up to eight dollars, but at any
rate I think probably two million dollars a mile or
sarething like that is probably practical. I think that
would last you ~ Nore than a deaade. Early this week I
was ckrwn on a small island in southwest Florida. Although
the wave height is not the sarre  as in S.C.!, they put in a
~ nourishrrent project of only a mile or mile and a half
in length, in L98L. It's losing ten percent of its volurre
per year, so it's a very short project. But it will last a
decade. In a decrade it will be back where it was two years
ago .
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MAXR FICK88: Dr. Tim Kana and his associates have
acxrpleted, just this past year, an offshore sand ~mp. We
studied the sand lcoations and deposits off the coast of the
City of Myrtle Beach and know that the sand's out there and
know that we van bring it on shore. The mat and paying for
it is smething else, but we can develop a aeans to do that.
It's certainly one of the things that we' re reedy to begin
exploring.

A SPEC'BLKRz You continue to talk about the initial
placement of the projects. How do figures change when you
come back with a second placenent of the project? Is the
second placarant of the project aore stable than the first
placement if you' re getting your sand fvIn this resource?

KR. DIRN: That's a good question and I probably
should preface everything by saying that I'm basing my
remarks on the presumption, although it's prcbebly not true,
that sea level rise is going to continue about as it has in
the past. Orrin Pilkey has rrentioned the other side of that
coin, but basically it depends on how long you wait before
you rermurish. My understanding of the problem is that if
you were to advance the shoreline fifty feet se ward or
scam thing, it would behave the earth way  as! the first tine
around. 'Ihere is no real additional benefit that I see the
second tiae around. I might nention that if one does place
a short beach nourishment project or if it's on a barrier
island where sand tends to be lost around the tips of that
barrier island, we found that retention structures" or
"terminal structures," basically structures that keep the
sand frcm bleeding off around the tips of the barri.er
islands or from the ends of projects, tend to be very
ef f ective.

A 8PBVJM!CR: With as many pipes as you have  at
~le Beach!, how do you cope with the pipes that. are above
ground level at law tide?

MQKR PI XRI: Those have caused problems in scae
areas. With heavy storms. a lot of rain water, and at the
same time, a high tide, those drain pipes have taken the
water back inland and caused sare severe flooding in arne
areas. Our present method of dealing with that is to have
passed an ordinance that requires developers to try to
maintain the majority of their stonwater on site, to handle
their storrtwater so that it doesn't incre-ee the problem
that's been created over the past couple of demdes. We' ve
also had a study done with the help of our regional planning
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cmrnission of a storawater runoff solution. It's a S30-40
million solution to collect that water and run pipes
suteurface out into the ocean and let it disperse through
perforated pipe or to collect it on the oceanfront and perp
it to the Mterway, which is a pretty expensive ongoing
process. So, the short-term solution has been to ask
developers and to require developers to deal with the
storxaater run-off on site by arne aeans of containing it,
and we hope to dm~>p a long-term solution and be able to
solve that problem.

A SP~LTCR: But the ones that you have now, what do
you do about it, how do you oope with it?

NQKR FOXY: W just live with it and get a lot of
phone calls.

A SP8 NXR: 'Ihey just put jetties at Little River.
Is there any provision made ta transfer the sand fran the
north side of the jetty to the scmth side?

KR. MRN: I think the Chrpe of Engineers reoently
constre~d jetties both at Nxrrells Inlet and at Little
River. My understanding is that they originally designed
those jetties with weirs for handling the sand, and there' s
a low section in the jetty on both sides. %my constructed
the Nurells Inlet jetties first and found out that the
transport up there was not as great as they had thought.
%en they built the Little River jetties, they didn' t
construct the weir part of the jetty, but they are actively
aonitoring. If they find that the sand does need
transporting, there are provisions for that. That was in
the original design and then they decided to adopt a "wait
and see" attitude and decide whether to irtplenent that
feature in the design.

A 8PICXRTCR: Lm't there a special rmment of sand
fmm north to south along the coast?

DR. HAYES: Ne've never studied that particular
question in detail as far north as Little River; but down in
the middle part of the cxmst of South Carolina, the
longshore transport rate is about 200,000 cubic yards of
sand a year, rmved past a single place. 'Ihat's frcm north
to south, but as Bob  Dean! pointed out there's a change as
you go farther north. In fact, there's a big accunaQation
on the south jetty at ~rells Inlet. One of my students,
Dennis Hubbard, said that years ago. I didn't really believe
it, but it turns out that there is sare kind of a reversal



right at the jetties. If you go to the jetties at
Huntington Beach State Bark, there is a big accretion on the
south jetty.

KR. DEW: It's  difficult to determine! that's not
shoal material rmving in.

KR. HAYES: Yes, it's kind of hard to say. 'Ihe
provision is in the Oorps of Engineers design in case there
is a problem with accretion on the north side and erosion of
the south side of those particular jettim. 'Ihe arcuate
strand  the Grand Strand! has nore or less adjusted to the
dominant wave approach, so that the waves are coming in
closer and closer to straight on through tine. Run the
waves axre straight on the shoreline, you don't get
longshore transport. Fazther south, that's not the case.
The waves strike the shoreline at a bigger angle, so as you
go farther south in South Carolina, generally spaaking, the
rate of longshore transport increaa~~.

Mt. NEIN' ER: Erick, I want to ask you one quick
question. Has anyone hone any studies on recycling of sand?
Fbr example, have a pit, if you will, that's located
sarewhere south of the city that has ~s and discharge
lines built into it. You pump out, of this region nort?ward,
 the waves! drift this sand southward and then it fills in
the hole again and you recycle it. Has ~Wing ever been
done or have any studies been done in that arear' You
 could! actually find a place that is relatively stable to
start with that you know will trap the sand when it crmes
back later.

RQXR PIil>25I: '% really haven't done any studies in
that area. Myrtle Beach is in the center of that cresaant
with jetties on each end. I don't know whether Garden City
jetties are collecting any sand or not.

A SPK960t: There's a depositon basin there  near
Garden City, the north ~reils Inlet jetty!. Although I
don't know how it's been filling in, the plan was that the
sand that drifted past Garden City would go into the
deposition basin. Periodiatlly it's supposed to be puma'
over the south jetty to rencerish the beach at Runtington
Beach. That's the plan. Ran, whether funds for this will
ever cone forth is another go@stion.

IR. KQES: But right rxw it's not eroding south of
the south jetty. As Bcb pointed out, it nay just be because
the new jetties freed up scxre sand that was offshore.
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haven't really looJced at that in detail. 1hat's a
possibility, but it wouldn't make sense to purrp it right now
because it's accreting.

KR. Dmwr 'Ihere's no sand in the deposition. I
think that's the other point.

WIXR FKKSr Fzcm a city stmrdp~int what we have
are different political entities. Unless we' re talking
about a aarprehensive plan to deal with the Grand Strand, it
would be vezy difficult for us to create a pit on the
southern extremity of our little stretch and expel it to
work. 'Ihat's something that we haven't talked about anyway.

A SPK.;56Qtr I'd like to address this to &yor
Ficken. Rmn you go out in the City of Myrtle Beach to
scrape this sand, referring to the build-~ out there, and
arrzy it back to the scarp line, is this a continuing
process in the City of Myrtle Beach re?

NQKR FI XERr It has been, Fred.  Fred Holland,
Cbuncil member from Folly Beach with wham I had the pleasure
of serving on muncil in Nrrtle Beach.! W have been doing
the panning process for three years, I believe. I think we
did the best job this past winter and spring ever. We did
that looking at the bench marks and knowing exactly where
the sand had built up. & took given arrounts of sand frarr
the bezms that were created and neved it into the areas that
were selected. In areas where the berm hadn't built up we
didn't rmve any sand. Ws did it with acre knowledge and
exgrertise than we' ve ever had before. Ihe mmre information
you have have about what you' re doing when you do it, the
better off you'ze going to be.

We' ve been pushed and urged, as I'm sure you have in
Folly Beach, to do things irmediately, i.e. the storm cane
last night and the swirming pool's in danger, do sar@thing
today," but we' re trying to be very careful not to take
action that would cause more harm than the ultirmzte benefit
might be. Sometimes that's not easy to do, but I think this
past year we had tremendous success.

A SE%VGLKRr Is this being paid for totally by the
City of Myrtle Beach?

MAR PXCIBSr &'ve had a little help outside and
we' ve had sare help fran the property owners on the
oasanfront, sare assistance fran the county, but by and



large the city has footed that bill. It's part of the
maintenance on the land that Dr. Dean was talking about.

A Spleen%: I don't mean to be antagonistic, but
I'm doing this to express a point of difference. In the
list of causes of erosion that was on the slide this
morning. it agq~s to me that elements were missing. One
of' than is earth's  Cbriolis effect?! and the other is
coastline orientation on beach property. Qf cour'se, it' s
not been proven and it rmmins to be proven. On the
Brunswick Q!unty beaches, just above the North Carolina
line, we have practically no beachfront erosion on all
beaches. As we go just a few miles to Chmlina Beach which
has a north-south orientation, we have severe beachfront
erosion. Ehvmver, in Brunswick Cbunty where inlets are
north-south oriented, there is severe inlet erosion. 'Ihe
beach corners are cut off sharply. I believe that the
earth's  Goriolis forces?! are primarily the cause of this,
frcxm the beach gecuetry. I also believe that the earth' s
 Coriolis effect?! gives you the condition where you have
the highest tides on the beachfront when the wind is blowing
parallel to the beach instead of onto the beach.

%t. MÃ183NERY: Any other particular questions?

KR. KLYBS: I agree about the orientation cmment,
that's very true.

A SP3 ENCR: I want Dr. Hayes to talk more about
the offshore br~ters in Japan, the materials they used
and the cost? If you look at fifty years;  what is the!
cost of continuing to replenish as apposed to the cost of
putting in the breakwaters?

KR. HM ES: 'ihe reason I know a little bit about
Japan, to give you a little background, is that I just
finished writing a book for the National Park Service,
entitled Beach Erosion. I did a case study on the Japan
amstline. I'm not real interested in the details of the
costs. 8aybe Bob  Dean! can provide this.

'Ihe evolution of beach erosion in Japan is very
interesting; you can trace it back to the impact of mmn. In
fact, one thing that you' ll find is that man has had a big
inf lance on erosion in a lot of different places. In Japan,
what they did was build dame on the rivers which were
 providing! the sediments for the beaches. Ihat's a special
case because they' re short steep rivers and the sand is
Bumped right on the beaches. They went through an evolution
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in Japan in trying all kinds of different structures,
everything. This seawall didn't work, that didn't work,
etc. In the last ten years or so they' ve started using
offshore breakwnters. Using the breakwaters has had a very
happy side affect in that they' ve created beaches. They
weren't really that interested in beaches, they wanted to
save the fishing villages, but the breakwaters allowed sand
to accrete behind them.

Roe. as for the question about cost. what would you
say, Bob?

tR. DEAN: It depends on what water depth you place
them. In thirty feet of water, which is very deep, it' s
about ten t2musand dollars a foots it really depends a lot
on the depth. In fact, if you were to put it in four feet
of water and then double that depth, the cost goes up.
Prchably i.f you put them in six or eight feet of water, it' s
at least a one thousand dollars  per foot.!

A SPARER~ Nhat are they sade of?

M. DEAN: Just rock, granite. I think one important
side effect that Miles didn't aention is that if you make
them long enough, they ccspletely interrupt the regular flow
of sediment. In the case of ~le Beach you'd starve all
the downdrif t shores.

Ht. lRYESs Yee, you have to design them right.
There's an example on Iake Erie where they designed thm so
that a certain volme of sand vms allowed to pass through.

KR. DEAN> 'Ihere are a fair nueber of exanples in the
United States, lake Erie is one place. In California they
have them in Channel Islands Harbor and in Venice. The
Cbrps of Engineers has plans to put them <krwn south at
Inperial Beech, so there are arne exaIIples in the O.S., too,
but they' re quite expensive.

A SPECZRIM: I was mndering how the br~ters and
offshore dredging of sand affect the enviroarent in terms of
the fishing industry, were there studies done to say how we
were saving the beaches/or are we destroying the areas
offshore for fishing industries?

KR. DRAB: I' ll try that. In Florida I think the
answer is no. As a matter if fact any breakwaters that are
put in provide an excellent habitat for fishing because they
allow places where the small fish can seek refuge fnm their
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predators. In Florida, every beach nourishnmnt pro!set has
had a very extensive and intensive bioiogicsl study
associated with the barrow areas, or drmapened area, and they
found that by alrrost every rrmasure, as I understand it,
within two years the area was back to normal or better. In
acme cases better, I think, because you kind of stir up
things and give a variety to the habitats.

ER lRYBS r It is true that the sand envi rofmmnt has
the least species diversity, so if you' re rroving sand you' re
not as apt to do as rmch damage as in other enviroarents.

 Qmstions inaudible. !

KR. DEhNr There are scse srraller units, the Gobie
blocks  that! are successful in arrrrouring the beach. but
there's a lot to that. Pbr exarrple, a lot of it depends on
whether it's the beach face, the upper part of the beach
that's eroding or whether you get deep seated erosion like
you might around tidal inlets. Bach of them has to be
oonsidered, I think, on a case-by-case thesis. Of course, if
you arrrour the beach like that then it's no longer a
recreational facility unless you place sand on it and use
the revetment or Gobie block, whatever it is, as a back-up
protection.

%t. MÃlGCNRRYr Other questions speci f ically about
Nyrtle Beach?

A SPJRB~r I was wondering if maybe the Wyor
oould address this, as to the suitability of material
irrsrediately off of Myrtle Beach. 'Ihere has been sczrm
information that there has been arne localized or maybe even
more extensive area  rock bottoms! that run very low to the
caastline in that area. How much is kne»m about the extent
of that type of area and how easii.y available sand is in the
offshore area, let's say a thousand foot or two thousand
foot levels frrxrr the beach.

NlKR PICN%r hhybe Dr. Kana can address that in
more detail, but we studied the area off the beach for about
a mile and a half. Ws found sufficient cmpatible
quantities of sand in various spots and have that charted as
to location. %re, expense was rrentioned, I guess a good bit
of sarxl ~ out there past the one mile mark. tkmn you get
past one mile it gets a bit rrore expensive. The other part
of your question I 'm not sure I know the answer to. Tirrr'P
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KR. 1QQR: Yes, there's extensive hard bottcm
throughout the offshore of Myrtle Beach. W had an
hypothesis before we starbR this project, about. a year and
a half ago, we felt that a lot of sand that had been eroded
fran the city was working its way offshore and being
redeposited on bars. Wa  did not find! defined, distinct
bars as such. %mt we found were sane broad zones that are
nmasured in terms of a mile long, perhaps about a quarter of
a mile wide that might have three to six feet of sand
simiLar to that on the beach now. We also found tremendous
areas that are flat hard bottom and is probably the old
Pleiste~ deposit, similar to sane of the beach rock you
have on the lower beach in Myrtle Beach. We know there's a
lot of hard rock out there and we' re still trying to pin
h>wn exactly the extent of the sand bodies before we can go
to the next step of actually bringing it onshore.

A 8P8 ZAXHt: Did you notice whether these were
productive areas in terms of recreation fisheries resources?

M XCR Kb%4 No, unfortunately we didn't have a
chance to scuba on the site. We only had about five or six
days and the etphasis was on coring and sidemmn and sonar
and looking at the shallow sizing. It was really a physical
and geological study. We have raxxraended that  biological
studies! be an integral part of any future plan to renourish
the beach with offshore deposits. You reaU.y have to do
that before you send a dredge out there. It would prchebly
be required, I'm sure, prior to any permit application by
the Cbastal Cbuncil as weLL as the Oorps of Engineers.

NLXR PI MES: 9mnk you, Tim. I have, over the
years, received a thousand reocaeendations and cures  for
beach erosion!. One letter I got a few years ago said we
ought to pLant mangrove trees; I discarded that one because
I felt like that would take aery frcm the attractiveness of
the beach. There is a local eq~t in town who is saying
that if we' re going to do breakwaters that we ought to use
railroad oars, that railroad cars are available and that you
ann build brea!ewaters, surface breakwaters, by sinking
railroad cars out there. I' ve been putting that one on the
back shelf, but it keeps caning L~ on the front again.
 Wile I have a panel of experts,! I'd like to ask whether
anybody has done that, whether you think that's feasible or
whether they' ll rust out and ~'ll have contaminated refuse
on the beach? Is there an answer?

Ml KR PIIKEF: I remernb r a study in Puerto Rico,
I'm not an expert on that, but I rcmmber a study in Puerto
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Rico that found that they had a reef sade by piling ~
aub~hiles and it ~ up in five years as !ust a little
layer of chrcal .

MQKR 1%>2S: Thank you very moch. W'll put that
one to rest, too, I believe.
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THE 1KKXQBXZ RICHARD L. SEX
NLKR, PQLLY NQCH

At Polly Beach, the problrarrs of beach erosion have been
apparent longer than in rreny other ccmmnities in the state,
so we have nore historical data. As far as I know we' re the
only @~unity in the state that the Oorps of Engineers has
<xxrpleted a mitigation study on and so we also have the
results of that study. I will give you sane background on
Folly Beach and then tell you about what our cxmrIrrunity has
chne and what it plans to do.

2m City of Folly Beach is located on one of Dr. Hayes'
characteristic drurrstick barrier islands. It was originally
known as Mffin Island. You will rarenrber frrm Dr. Kana's
presentation this rmrning that the entrance to Qmrleston
Harbor at the turn of the century was about where the Wrris
Island Lighthouse is now. Folly Beach  at that tire> was on
the left as you entered the Harbor. Ships used to disenbark
the dead and dying on Folly so that they could clear the
health authorities in the City of Cuarleston. Prrm that
beginning Folly evolved into a surraer residence island. The
island enjoyed a period of growth in the 1940s and 1950s and
was guite an entertainrrent center for the area. It has
always had a history of being available and accessible to
the public.

'Rxhy Folly is a mixture of surrrrer and year-around
residents, 1940s and 1950s architecture, Leer density,
Law-criae, and is just a really lovely place to live. The
present cenmunity represents a broad range of the
soci~ncmic sperm. The latest census reports that
about forty-six percent of the 1500 year-arourxl residents
are classified as low incxxre.

Polly supports an ever-increasing number of surmer
tourists, the majority of whcm ccee fry the tri~unty area
that fans out frcarr metropolitan Charleston. On any given
surmrer weejmxt as rrsny as 30,000 people crme to Folly Beach.
'Ihe reason that so rrany people can cme to an island that' s
only six miles long is that we have practically unIimited
public access. W have unlimited public parking on the
rights of way and we have fifty-two public access points in
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six miles of beach. W are cmpletely open to the visiting
public. Folly is the only barrier island in the tri~unty
area that actively ~ itself available to the public. 'Ib
the north lie Isle of Palms and Sullivans Island, which have
off-street parking and in sane ways actively prohibit or
actively discourage susla r crowds. Not to say that they
don't have terrific sunner crowds. but of the three islands
we are the one that's nest accessible. 'Ib the south lie
Kiawah and Seabrook which are essentially privately held and
collectively have less than four hundred parking places.
Polly has about five thousand parking places within a
thousand feet of the beach.

In 1976 the Army Cbrps of Engineers undertook a study
of the erosion problem at Folly; it was a mitigation study
designed to determine the best thing to do about erosion at
Polly. Their conclusion was that nourishaent of Folly was
worthy of public participation.

I thought m'd start out by looking at Norris Island.
The Corps of Engineers says an abrupt change took place in
the configuration and erosion rate on Mrris Island with the
construction of the Charleston Harbor jetties. Basically,
before the jetties were constructed the southern end of the
island was accreting and the northern end was eroding; after
the jetties were completed this reversal took place quite
rapidly. In 1920, the Wrris Island Light was situated
about 1600-2000 feet inland on a tidal creek. Rm, it
stands about a quarter of a mile offshore, so there's been a
trenendous armunt of erosion on &rris Island.

Now, I'd like to take you for a walk down Folly fnm
east to west. If we divided the island into five reaches
with the Cbast Guard Ioran as the first reach and the
Charleston Cbunty Park as the fifth reach, you will see that
those two reaches have been fairly stable over the last
fifteen years. The middle three reaches have experienced
rare or less ongoing erosion with the middle reach frcm 7th
Street Ehst to 3rd Street hhst having experienced the
greatest irrpact. As we can see, erosion hasn't been uniform
fern one place to another or over time. As a matter of fact
it's true to say of Fol1y that the erosion in the last
twenty-two years is equa1 to the erosion in the last 122
years. It's a trerrenious problem for us.

Between 1946 and. 1975, fifty~e rock and timber groins
were built and have been sporadically maintained by the
South Chrolina Highway Department. A couple of years ago we
repaired about fourteen of then. Basically, ha1f of them
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have had sme repair and half of them are in cmplete
dis~r. A revetment that the couth Carolina Highway
Departrrent built in the washout area has performed very
mll, although these things Ban't last long unless you
mnstantly maintain than.

The people that live an Polly have tried everything
that doesn't hark to retard erosion: broken concrete,
concrete block walls, vertical timber seawalls, sand
gzabbers, vertical carzugated asbestos, Christmas trees  a
latest alternative! . Rat successful is a vertical wall
fronted by a well~igned sloping revetment or stone well.
It's a foregone conclusion in our ccIa'unity that the
short-tezm appzoach to the erosion problem is going to be
revetxnents. A problem is that we have a situation in which
neighbors cannot agree on the thing to «3o and sane of then
don't want to do anything. There aze seventy-five people on
Folly still paying taxes on lots that. are ceayletely
underwater. It's terribly carplex to get people to cooperate
ade«@ately. 'Lbat educational need is the importance of a
conference like this.

In 1978, the State of South Carolina, recognizing the
zecreational value of Pblly, appropriated $440,000 for
erosion abatement. Now, that's not a whole lot of money,
but it's more than we'd ever gotten before. We were very
happy to get it. At about the sarge time, through the help of
Dr. John JCanzi, we got a National Science Pbundation grant
to fund an erosion abatement mrkshop. & were very
fortunate to attract a lat of talented pmple, sane of whom
are here today. We broke down the problem of erosion on
Folly into three seyrents. A aethodology section, a
leyaUties and legal restraints section and an emnomics
section. They basically locksi at the pzablan as a whole;
the pmgeae of this workshop was to tell us what direction
to take.

T3M.ir primary zeamree3ation was that the city should
first ask the Azmy Cbzps of Engineers to cb a Section III
revim on the relationship between erosion on Folly and the
existence of the Charleston Harbor navigation project. The
people at the workshop felt there was a vezy strong
correlatian between the problem on Folly, the existence of
the ~leston Harbor jetties, and the dredging that's done
in the entrance channel. So the primary rea~ndation was
that ~ ask the Army Cbzps of Engineers to study and attempt
to quantify that relationship. At the tine we were in a
lawsuit with them because we didn't know that there was a
mechanism in place in federal law that muM allow us to do



it without being antagonists. With the help of Qolonel
Stallman and now Wlonel Snith, that Section III review is
underway, ex~A to be acapleted in about three years.

'Iheir second reacmmndation was that $440,000 was not
much romney to do anything with, so we should just escrow the
rmney until we had enough money to do samthing. Well, that
fell on deaf ears right away. 'Ihe next two years was spent
in presenting things to the Cbastal Cbuncil that. we thought
were reasonable to do. I can't tell you how happy it makes
ms to have a conference like this, because it nay save
sareone else fran wandering around in the dark for two
years. We had nceAare to go. W f inally involved the
Florida Shore and Beach Presentation Association. They
provided a trermm9ous anuunt of experience and ~~tise.

'Ihe rmney was finally spent to iaprove public access by
the construction of twenty public walkovers and the pLanting
of 65,000 American beachgrass seedlings. That project has
been most helpful. Aside fran that, the City Wuncil of
Folly Beach has irked with the S.C. Coastal Obuncil to
establish an erosion control line. It dictates the position
of seawalls. It allows people who own property on the island
who had not taken the opportunity to protect their prcyerty
to protect it, and allows them to back-fill. It's an
important step. I hope it's going to help straighten out
the jagged seawall line on the east end, where neighbors
have been in disagv~~mt.

Aside f rem those short-term solutions, I agree with Dr.
Dean, whom I heard speak not long ago at the Florida Shore
and Beach Preservation Association. With an eroding
shoreline you really have three choices. ~ of those is to
abandon the shoreline, to ignore all the hurnm factors of
the equation, all the socioemncmic and all the personal
loss that goes along with that decision. The second option
that you have is to axner the shoreline. Q position is
that in the absence of a state posture that vmognizes the
isportancm of the beaches as a recreational resource, that
is the option that local amnunities will be forced to take
due to lack of help. The third option that we have is to
renourish the shoreline. Of those three options, I
personally favor rem:crishing the shoreline and hope that' s
what the Corps of Engineers will help us do. Xb echo what
Dr. Dean has said, it's the only option that we have that
returns both the usefulness of the shoreline and provides
protection frcm the storms.
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'Jhe beach has such an ability to entertain. As you
look at the c%mnnd for ocean recreation in this state you' ll
see that it's going to increase and not decrease in the
ccEAlng years ~

Basically, in the short-texm, we' re deIarxiing on a
combination of projects that deal with txying to level out
our se«nsd.l line. We have no other choice, and we' re
already cmrnitted to that approach. 'Ihe best we can do is
build good xevetments, maintain than, and understand that
it's a short-term appmach. If we get a bad storm, it' s
going to go thmugh those seawalls like tissue paper.

Iong-texm, we'xe looking for help frccn a canbination
of aonies from our survey report, which initially gave us a
federal participation in our pmblem, aleut thirty~ght
percent. Section III will provide another pool of
resources ~

Our biggest hope and the hope of Mayor Picken and
evexytecb  else that has a cxamunity with an eroding teach is
that the «xmmnunity-at-large auld recognize the importance
of ocean recreation and the value that the beach has to the
economy of the state and give us sane help along the way.
Between that and local. support we hope to be able to
xenourish the beach, restoring its former usefulness and
protection.
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H!LLY BETH
PANZf DISCUSSION

Mt. KNXtXNERY: Xf each of you would amrent on the
P4ayor's remarks, specificmlly again how Folly Beach's
problans differ fxem the other exeaples. I know the question
has already been asked, it's going to care up again, about
the affect of the Charleston harbor jetties on the erosion
problan at Folly Beach. You might address that in passing.

Ht. DEhH: Qbll, I think that the case of Fblly Beach
is clearly a case in which again it is a state facility. A
facility that's for more than the people of Fblly Beach in
the number of access points. If the State of South Carolina
doesn' t, help  Folly> out, we' ll see if the State of Florida
will be glad to build  Folly! a beach. Right now, of
murse, building protective structures, revetment structures
will have to be the approach. In the long term, what the
beach really needs is more sand and @gybe stabilization
structures exmwhere along the ends to keep the sand fxcmn
flowing off. One of the differences between Folly Beach and
the other beaches might be placed in the category of "who
pays." I think that the responsibility of paying for
naintaining the beach and nourishing the beach should go to
those that benefit fran the beach.

'Ihere are other people on this panel that are booze
qualified than I to addzess the question of the relationship
of the Charleston jetties and Folly Beach, but I'm sure
there' s sane relationship. Certainly the Charleston jetties
are a contributing factor.

It's always interesting to me as a first step to txy to
find out where that sand went. I don't know whether the
studies that Miles Hayes has carried out have identified
where the exceed sand went, whether it went offshore or to
the two ends of the island. If it ~t to the two ends
zmedial aeasures would indimte one approach; if it went
offshore, perhaps another approach.

?R. EQLYES: Those studies didn't say anything about
the jetties. We11, it's been getting dull so I' ll say what
I think about the jetties. Yes, the jetties caused the
erosion, no doubt about it. Actually, I arrived at this
conclusion thxough a fairly winding route of reasoning which
expands seexal years. 'Ihe first tine we worked on this
pxobelm was in 1974 when we did the setback study for Kiawah
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Island. Being a bright young zan in those days, I just
wrote in the report, fmn looking at the charts and so
forth, that building the jetties had sarething to do with
the erosion on Folly and bhrris Island and the fact that
Kiawah had taken off accreting like crazy. I think that a
large part of the sand that was exoded off of Pblly Island
is heading for or has already mde it to Kiawah, but there
is kind of a reversal of txansport scaewhere around the
north end of Pblly Beach and a lot of that sand has revved
back tcwan3. Qmrleston Harbor itself. The north end of
Mrrrs Island is actually accreting. 'Ibe north end is
mlled a recure spit; so at least scms of the sand off of
&rris Island and off of the north end of Polly is accreting
on the north end of &rris Island.

A SPIKTLTUt: 'Eat's inside the jetties7

Nt. 8M': Inside the jetties. The sand goes right
down the beach, around the beach and builds this spit back
in towards the harbor. A lot of that sand going down that
spit will eventually end up in the channel, be carried back
out the channel to be drechged and dumped smewhere else. So
the sand is being lost in that way. Therefore, one
potential source of sand would be that recurved spit on the
north end of Mrris IsLand.

I wrote in a paper or two about the jetties musing
exosion, and I don't think the Qaxps of Ehgineers liked it.
too much. I was beginning to get a little nervous because
it ewe to my attention that. actually, after the jetties
vmre built, instead of eroding right away in a rapid
fashion, Folly Island actually built out scae. Ah hah1, the
Cbrpe said, the jetties did not cause the erosion because
the beach built out after the jetties were built. I was a
little nervous then bemuse my statement on the jetties
causing the erosion ms already in the literature. Then in
1977, Billy Age wrote a paper in which he aoncluded that
the jetties caused the erosion, so I felt a little better.
Anyway, to make a long story short, what I think actually
happed was that when the jetties were built, they freed up
a huge load of sand stored offshore, about the largest
ebb-tidal delta in the whole state.

 If you look at the old charts fxcrn Bevolutionary ~
days back when the British ships tried to cue in here past
Fort Rmltrie, they had to go all the way down to the middle
of Pblly Island, then called Q>ffin Island, turn north and
acae hack up the channel into the Harbor. They didn't have
nice jetties to erne zipping through; it was very difficult
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cane up the chmrnel and go around. In fact, one of thea
~t aground out there where Fort Sumter is now during the
battle of Fort Wultrie.!

~ the jetties were put in, it freed up a huge
volrzm of sand that was stored offshore. 'Ihat sand had been
kept offshore by the trezendous volrmm of water that flaws
out of the harbor every day. ihen  the tidal flaw! was cut
off,  the sard cane! on the beach, that's why Folly Beach
accreted. Once the jetties were there and the Qorps of
Ehgineers  began! dredging sand, there was no rare ormring
through. Brentually, with no rrore sand caning through, the
island wes losing about 200,000 yards a year. '4here was it
going? Same of it was going beck in the harbor to be
dredged and be dumped offshore eight miles, and erma of it
was going on down to build up the north end of Kiawah. I was
a bit shaky with that cmnclusion until a guy named Hodge did
a thesis on the jetties at the rrouth of the Winyah Bay. If
you look at the jetties at the rrouth of the Winyah Bay, they
did the sane thing, except the response time was slower. In
fact, in the 1930s and 1940s the beach south of Winyah Bay
built out like crazy, and now it's eroding. It's going
through the sarre cycle. The cycle is always there, its
timing depends on how big the harbor or estuary is. It's a
cycle that has to do with the relation of the tidal prism
carrying the sand out and the waves bringing it back in.

 Xh �zyor Beck: ! I'm arrazed that you' re really serious
about taking three rrore years to figure out whether the
jetties caused the erosion or not.

A SP!KTRKR: Dr. Hayes, I'd like to ask you a
question to see if this is what caused it. I grew up in the
stere around here. !he erosion really didn't start until
1942 when the Santee Cbag~ care into effect. 1hat break in
the southern jetty: you used to be able to axne through it
in a rowboat, I'd hate to try it now. A greater flow of
water through the breaks in the south jetty increased  after
the Santee-Qxyer project! ... four to six knots per hour on
the ebb tide. That's when Wrris Island and Polly Island
started to wash.

KR. HAYESr FitzGerald, one of my students, did a
study on the jetty. He did view that as part of the problem.
'IRrat new channel through the south jetty has a jet flow
that goes out and carries sare of the sand out as well.
'!hat's a possible  minor! cause, but the overall problem
really is related to the abrupt cutoff of the sand that
ches frcan the north. It built up early because that
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ahm9oned sand cane in, but then the normal processes of
erosion finally carried it out. Now, I wasn't there the
whole tom and haven't painted every sand grain and can' t
tell you emily where all the sand ms' .frrrn, but that's a
deductive analysis of what I think hapgene5.

A SP!KXNKR: In a statement that I read by you in
1979, you said that offshore shcals have gradually
disappeared and Mrris Island and Folly Island  now have! a
wave type that they never had experienced.

Ht. HOES: 'Ihat's correct, because before that there
~ a huge shoal out there, a trsnendous shoal bigger than
the one at Bhsto Inlet. The waves would break on those
shoals and they tended to accrete sand on the downdrift side
of Charleston Harbor. It was doing that until the supply of
sand was cut off.

An avyxnent that the Cbrps of Engineers took, another
side to the story, is that South Carolina's beaches are
eroding elsewhere, too, as at Runtington Island. It' s
eroding there, but there are no jetties. So it's tricky.
But there's no question that the outer shoal disappmreg.
~ that outer shoal disappsared, there's also no question
that the waves had acre exposure on the beach of Pblly
Island and that's why the middle part has eroded. If it had
the shoals out there it auld normally have without the
jetties, it wouldn't erode.

KR. PDXEK: I'd like to ocamnt on this. I first
visited Polly Beach in 1960 and I' ve visited there every few
years since. I found the Myor's presentat.ion to be
anezingly forthright. I think this is a classic exaaple,
the beach was destroyed in order to save the houses of very
few individuals. Destroyed, meaning degraded in tezms of
width, degraded in terms of fragments of seawalls, groins,
revetments, and so forth strewn on the beach. It is a much
different quality of beach than the one I saw in 1960.

I zeally disagree with Bob Dean's statement that we
have three alternatives, at least in the way he has
interpreted it. 'Ihe idea that we only have three choices:
putting in a new beach, put.ting in a seawall, or abendoning
the shoreline, is quite extrane. In North Carolina, the
coastal zone management pzogram is oriented toward making
sure that we don't have to put in new beach>m and new
seawalls, at least that's our hope, for the next hm5vA
years. <Cether we succeed politically is another <ymstion.
Ws have beaches that look like your beaches, we do have
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beaches where revetments have been built and scattered all
over the beach, so we' re not "lily~ite" in this r'egard by
any means. If you adopt the attitude that if you don' t
stabilize you must abandon the shoreline, you' re basically
writing off the natural beach. You' re putting yourself into
a system where a great deal of expenditure of money will be
required to naintain either the wall or the beach, with this
attitude that every single house along the shoreline must be
saved. On the other hand, you don't have to take the
attitude that every single dune should fall in either.

One can live flexibly with the shoreline, which is what
North Mrolina is trying to do and trying to step through
the mine field of politics. 'Ib sharply say that the
alternative is abandonment is just not correct. %mt North
Carolina, Mine, and Nassachusettes are, for example, taking
is the tact that we don't have to stabilize. Now, in terms
of what could have been done at Folly, that's not for ae to
say. If we let all the houses fall in the beach we would
still be in great shape, but there wouldn't be any hceses
there, which might distress the people on Folly Beach.

'Inhere are other alternatives that we haven't explored
and that we do need to look at in this stage of the game in
South Carolina, sare creative approaches to shoreI.ine
nanaganent. How about doing what the federal goveneent did
in sar+ parts of North Carolina? They moved the houses back
near South Nags Bead at federal expense. 'Ihey spent tax
nancy because it would have cost a lot more if the buildings
had fallen in, through the Federal Flood Insurance Program.
Another possiblity is to buy the houses and then let than
fall in or buy the houses and rrove them or require people to
rmve than. Rxrething other than just letting people build
their own small-smle cheap revetment, because, as we can
see, the quality of Folly Beach has degraded considerably
over the last twenty years. I don't think the future speaJm
~ll either, because I don't know what the solution is now.
I know what I would do, but I don't think I could ever be a
politician or be elected as Wyor of Polly Beach.

'IHE MAR: The idea that you could just let the
mmsxu.ty fall in the ocean intrigues ae. I wonder if you
could give me an example of scam place that's just done
that. How <%ms the beach look with houses, broken hc~,
all over the place?

H4 PIJlGK: ~l, basically before Mrld ~ II
that's what happene% to all our beaches. we basically let
things fall in: Hog Island, Va.; B3ingsville Beach. S.C;



Tillman Spit, Oregon. Ietting the houses fall in is
basically a saxmstic way of putting it, a way of attracting
attention, which it usually does. 'Ihere are gee~I ways of
letting the houses fall in, such as the ones that I
mantioned: aeving the houses, buying the houses. Rhoch
Island and Virginia both have considered seriously the
possibility of buying houses on the front beach with the
idea being that if they didn't buy the houses, as soon as
the shoreline gets up to them, people axe going to build
seawalls and revetments and that's the end of the beach.
So, it has been considered by at least these two states,
~sibly others that I don't know about.

IR HAYES: Cbuld I raise a question here? Ehs the
beach really degraded in the last 20 years? I thought roads
were lost on Folly after Hurricane Gracie in 1958.

%QKR BKX: Qn the east end of the island we did
lose a road.

KR. HOES: The beach pxobebly didn't look too good
just after that hurricane. I guess the pictures taken then
look just as bad as they do after a storm now.

HUKR 8KK: It really doesn't look that bad today
and the beach seems fairly stable, once the revetments are
put in. I don't know, it amy be changing. Our ccamunity
has shouldered the harden of entertaining these pmple all
these many years, policing them, picking up their garbage,
without any sort of assistance fxoa the state. I just feel
that it's reascmable, to take the entity of ocean
recreation, and hark out the numbers. It's just senseless
to  incur! the personal cost that is involved with acving
houses, because I think it's unrealistic. I can't imagine
this state or any other state that would just take the
prop~~y away f rcmI the people or allow them to just suffer
wi thout help.

IR. PXIXEf: I look at this on a national scale and I
see that narrow beaches with rubble on them are not unusual.
Where are many of these in anny of our coastal and barrier
island states. In each ammunity, of course, the mayors and
the individuals look at it exactly as you  Wyor Beck! do.
I fully understand that. I ~ss I would look at it exactly
that way, too.

If we look at it fran the standpoint of the Qraha,
Nebraska citizen and millions of people who wish to use the
beach, in oxder to save the property of a vexy few people
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you have degraded the zeczeational asset for rreny millions
of people. It's happening every@ere. Ch a federal level
we have to start looking at this. In fact, the federal
govezrment is doing just this and asking sate very
fundmrental, questions as to where our recreational beaches
are going.

MUXR BRX: With Myrtle Beach, with multimillion
&1.lars worth of real estate is where it's really going to
be justified. I don't think the erosion is going to stop
 Polly! fran developing. It's a shame that we' ll have to
orvxderelop in order to qualify for the sane sort of
consideration. There's not a willingness for a l~rirre,
single-family residential beach to qualify for a
renourishment project based on its accessibility to a large
population and the use that it gets.

There's a double standard, too, about the coast. It' s
always bothered re. ~ there's a problem on Fblly Beach,
people just stand back and say, those people are really
idiots to build on the coast. In Louisiana when
 residential areas along the Mississippi River flood, it' s!
"hhat are you going to do?" Rmn sar+thing serpens on the
coast it's a curious double standard that we have such
punitive rreasures that are offered for legal problems and
then people on the Mississippi River get bailed out every
year. It's just arrezing to rre,

Ht. KLYES: I agree. '!hat's a good point.

NQKR BKXr  Qertainly! they spend a lot nore rrnney
on the Mississippi River than ~'ve ever spent in Polly
Beach, probably on the whole mast of South Carolina, North
Chrolina, and Georgia combined.

%t. M&tU~RY: Dr. Dean, one cxmrent and then we' ll
open it for questions.

Bt. DEN: Folly is a recreational beach; I'd like to
follow up on Orrin Pilkey's scenario, and see how it
progresses. It seems to rre that if you let the beach go,
you let the houses fall in, and you still went to consider
it as a recreational beach, then you still need perking and
zestzocxrr facilities, access, etc. If you let the beach mrve
beck, I think you' re going to run into the sane problem
again.

I think your philosophy pvmorrms that with regard to
the wealth of our nation, stablizing beaches is going to be
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expensive. Scmetines it seems that originates fran wanting
things in their natural state. Saretines I think of that
like taking vitamins, you know, vitamins are not all that
expensive. I don't think stabiLizing the beaches is all
that expensive, when a fighter plane costs $20 million. It
senna that we get things out of perspective.

A SX9KXh%%: A while back one of the speakers
mntioned that certain pmperty  on the Isle of Palm! was
accreting and that the hxamwaers who are now back fmm the
ocean aways were worried that. a developer might build
scaething in front of than. Rmldn't that land either go to
those pmperty owners or else it would be the state's and no
developer could build there?

ER. HOAXES: As Ben Gregg discussed, there is sczne
Little fine flaw in the way that original deed was drawn up.
There ms an endpoint on the s~~ that wasn'5 exactly on
the high tide line, so the developer has ingress over that
property now because of that little flaw, if you want to
oaLL it a flaw. I guess the guy that owns the pmperty
doesn't think it's a flaw.

A SK%CXAKR: Myor Beck, what were acme of the
legal problems that you ran into establishing your setback
lines? I know we had the legal discussion at. scme length
this amming, but if you establish the line in Polly Beach
where sare people are allowed to backfill, I would assume
that other people might lose a portion of their property
back to this line. Bow did you handle that legal pmblem?

MQKR BKX: It wasn't a legal pmblmn. What we
basicaU.y did was take aerial photographs and then view than
with the City Council, have public hearings and try to
establish as saeoth a line as possible connecting all the
jagged group of revetnents. Bxisting revetments becane the
line. There really hasn't been a pmblan as far as I know.
As yet, no one has applied for a permit to build a new
seawall and backfill.  The setback line! can only help the
situation. It's not a legal problem.

We need to establish a delineation between public and
private property before we can have a renourishaent pmject.
'Qm Cbastal Council is considering this right now. 'Ihe
state law in Florida says that you can establish a line
delineating the difference between ~lie and private
pmp~y on agreeoent of scme majority of the property
owners. 'Ihis affects linear footage of the property that is
affected, which essentially would be taking property fmm



saneone who didn't agree. lypavmtly in Florida it's just
not challenged, bemuse it's a state law. It would take a
lot of resources to challenge it and in the final analysis
people can see good in it. It's not a problen even though
in a strict sense of the word. it probably is
unaonstitutional.

A SPBVGLB3R:  %mt about the Barrier Island
Iegislation?! Supposedly it didn't slaw cbwn the development
of barrier islands and already insurance ocapanies have
picked up the slack in the developnent of  private flood
insurance 7!

%LKR BKX: 'Glare is the risk of mtastrophic events
on the barrier islands, of course. 'Ihat risk is not any
greater than living in any other high-hazard area, living on
fault lines, living next to Shunt St. Helens, next to a
flood plain a~here. The force is such at the tirte, the
<%send for ocean recreation is so great. I personally think
it  Barrier Island Iagislation?! wouldn't eke a whole lot
of difference.

A SPB TAKR: The only breakwater that I' ve ever seen
was the Indian Ocean, but I noticed that the surf between
the wall and the beach had, as I notice scxmtiaes in pockets
on Fblly, sort of a certain slirre to it. I' ve also stepped
on all sorts of sea cunxnbers or sarething. Veld that
happen if we had a br~ter off Fblly Beach, would we have
those kind of changes in the nature of the surf7 It' s
beautiful sand now. Do you anticipate any difference in the
surface?

DR. DIRN: 2mt's a tough question. I' ve noticed
that a lot of tirres these offshore breakwaters will muse
little circulation cells in the water, which basically cause
whatever is floating on the water to concentrate in one
point and deposit out on the beach. I' ve noticed pieces of
floating wood tend to concentrate at locations. If there is
material floating on the water that's objectionable, I would
expect that to concentrate in l.ittle areas, but I think that
would not be a major problem.

Ht. HAYES: Iet ne respond to that. There have been
several exaaples in South Carolina of natural offshore
breakwaters, sand shoals. One case in on the north end of
Kiawah a few years ago. 'Hmt was the sarre affect as having
a man-made offshore brea!cwater. The beach is very nice
there because there are no slimy substances or other foreign
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objects floatinq around in the water, so there was nothing
to acclxlllllate there except the sand ~ The sane thing has
happened in front of Senator Hollings house on the Isle of
Palms; I don't think you' ll find too much slimy stuff on the
beach there either. It'8 just that whatever is floating in
the water wiI.1 accumuLate. Rrw, if we were ~ in Texas, I
would worry about it, because the water is full of all kinds
of things, tar balls, and all kinds of garbage.

A SK%CGLKR: Rm~>ody asked about railmad cars
being put down as a breakwater. I' ve also heard that rubber
tires make a great fishinq gmund and sort of a breakwater
type thing. Ebes that go in the railmad car division?

KR. ECES: It's very difficult to design one of
those tire breaivrmters in deep water that will survive. Ihe
pmblnnn with that kind of bvaaluenter is that it's hard to
design it so that storm waves won't break it up, resulting
in tires all over the beach.

A SPECZL0%: I have several short questions. 1%ayor
Heck, I'm given to understand that a flood plain insurance
program does not fund preventative mninhanance and so you' ve
not been able to get any funding freon the Flood Insurance
Program to prevent dannLge?

NQKN BEX: 'Ihat' s true. '8m Federal FLood
Insurance really does not mver ongoing erosion.

A SP1K9%KR: Dr. Pilkey, I understand that when you
were discussing Nags Head, novinq houses at Naqs Head, the
Flood Plain Insurance does not pay for that mrve, ~s it?

KR. PDXEY: It did in this particular case. In fact,
one very fanous done house cost $36,000 to rmve. It may
have been a test pmgram. 'Ihis was back in the carter
Achninistration. It was a situation where there was a very,
very steady six feet per year erosion rate and it was clear
that about six houses were going to fall in. Zn fact, the
done house literally began to tilt over the edge of the
bluff and they decided on a crash basis to neve those
houses. ~ houses were on lots that were bought in the
l950s when everybody knew there was an erosion pmblan there
and they were 100 x 600 feet. Maw in the sane area the lots
are 100 x 200 feet or scmething like that. This was an
exceptional situation.

Rt. KliTKCNERY: Any other questions?
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A SP8 XRKR: Cbuld I check on one nore point? %his
gentl~ over here xentioned that the big developer has
been picking up the slack in flood plain insurance, has any
private flood insurance been available7

IN. PDXKf: 'Ib be quite honest with you, I don' t
know of any, but I do know that there are caqpanies out
there that will pick that up.

A SPK.'HLXUt: 'Ihe Sea Grant Consortium is now cbing a
study on the effects of federal flood insurance changes with
respect to private flood insurance and it appears that flood
insurance is being provided. Approximately seven
cxlpanies/agencies in the state will cover any stru~e,
oomrercial or private, on barrier islands. They will
provide mare aarrprehensive coverage with xe1atively Paw
deductibles and with a premium that's lower than the Federal
Insurance Program pranime .

IN. PIEKIF: 'Ihey are intending to make their
insurance actuary. That's why it's tripled in three years
and it's going to continue to go up.

A SHE'.CN'CR: Ihe market is being taken by private
insuranm and that's what appears to be happening.

A SPIL.EAKR: $mcognizing that rip-rapping of any
beach usually occurs on a piecexaeal basis and that
renourishamt has to occur, to be effective, on a concerted
basis. %mt is the cost difference between the two if
ccaamxnities could act on a concerted basis7 '?hat would be
over equivalent periods of tine. In other words, can you
buy 10-15 years of erosion insurance, what's the difference
in cost bet>em rip-xapping and v~~exrishment7

IN. DEhN: They'xe comparable, the difference is
that if you put in a quality revetment then you may not need
a lot of maintenance, but you don't have a beach in 10-15
years either.

Beach nourishment generally requires maintenance, maybe
every five years, maybe every ten years, but by putting in
retention or terminal structures, that extends the longevity
of the nourishment pxoject. W heard scxre msts fran Billy
Edge this morning on the order of tm hundred dollars per
foot. I think one can usually put in a fairly good beach
rmurishsent project  for that!, but again one on the
problems with beach nourishrent is that usually there are
areas of erosion stress. You may have most of the project
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working just fine, but then you have a localized erosion
problem and that has to be dealt with sort of separately,
perhaps by transporting sand along the beach with large
equignent.

A SP~M'.Ht: Mmt da you think would happen to the
problems at Folly Beach if the sand that's trapped behind
the north jetty is tr'ansported over the south jetty and all
the sand that has been ace~ted there for the last
hundred years goes where it should be? You certainly
wouldn't have the problem with the accretion on the Isle of
palea and you ~uldn't have the pxoblem with accretion on
Sullivan's Island, bemuse that sand auld be down there.
Hut's happening at Folly Beach is that Folly Beach is
subsidizing the Charleston Harbor, we' re subsidizing the
Navy Yard and all of their supports, so why am't we get
that sand across? Amid that make Folly Beach's pxoblans
dis ~sar?

Il. HKHS: He's looking at you, Orrin. It would
cost a lot. You' re basically correct.

N PIMEK: l'm not an expert on this particular
subject by any mens, but fran knce6ng how things have
ha~eeed on other jetties, I suspect not only is a lot of
sand piled up there but you have prolmLhy lost sand offshore
too. So, yes, I think nzLybe your statement that y>u're
subsidizing the jetties is a valid viewpoint.

KR. MRN: The Wrps of Engineers, in the  charleston
navigational pxoject, a seven mile entranoe channel, takes
out about a million cubic yards a year that is probably
beach quality material. 'Sly dip it of f share because
they' re mandated by their present legislation to choose the
chmlpest way to do it unless smeone picks up the difference
in the cost. There's legislation, I understand, paxmted by
the State of Florida Iegislature in the United States
Cbngress. 'Ihis legislation would mandate that the Wrps
return the sand to the hm~es, which cauld certainly be
good for Folly Beach and directIy to the State of South
Carolina, so that's also scaething that needs to be worked
on.

A SP~QKR: ~3,, I believe that Polly's problems
were created by the jetties and by man, they' re man~
probieas and I take the position that the man~ problems
be corrected by zen.
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QR. DEW: I suppose that's why they created, in
1968, the Rivers and Harbors Act, Section III.

DR. HAYES: '3m sand that's accumulated on the south
end of Sullivan's Island, a lot of it is actually welded to
the beach and formed dune ridges and so on. You might, have a
problem digging those dunes back up. You also alluded to
the problan on Isle of Palms, what did you mean by that?

A SHKTHQQR: 'ht sand should be at Fblly Beach, it
shouldn't be there.

CR. EQZSx: I'm dubious about that because every
barrier island has one of those +~md spits on the south
 downdrift! end, that's part of the drumstick mxleL. That
 on Isle of Palms! doesn't necessarily have anything to do

with the jetties.

A SPECXRXCR: All the talk about looking to state and
even federal subsidies for these re~urishment plans sets
quite well here in Charleston. I'd be curious to know to
what extent or how close we are to any final legislation
that skuld accxxe6ate that plan and whether anyone has
explored the depths of support or opposition for such a plan
in, say, Greenvi lie, Spartanburg, or Oolumba7

Ht. DEhN: Ib my knowledge this is the first
large~ale discussion on the problem as a statewide
problem, so today is the beginni~. I don't think there' s
any discussion. I think if you get aver a hundred miles
from the coast, they only think it exists when they go down
there. I don't think they have much of a feeling for it.
It's one of the shortxxnings that, as Wyor Ficken said
earlier, people don't understand the impact the coast has on
the economy.

A SPARER: I'd like to ask &yor Beck a saret4at
ra>re pressing question. ~t would happen if hurricens cme
through and cut the island in half? On Folly Beach I think
that prospect is there, I wonder if a hurricane could do it7
'lhe high tide is about five yards fry the road and the
road's not but twenty yards wide, what steps have been taken
to try to alleviate that possibility?

WLKR BKX: There's really nothing that can be done
short of working with the South Carolina Highway Departrrent.
Actually that area in there is fairly stable. I don't think
there's really anything you can do short-term. '1here are
many places about 300 yards  wide! there that could be
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breached in a major storm. I don't think there are any
simple intermediate steps that can be taken. We keep
thinking about doing a little revetment at that one place
you' re talking about, but it doesn't really erode. I don' t
think it would do any good, anyway.

%4 MRGQ~RY: Thank you Wyor Bede and members of
the panel.
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